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ABSTRACT
This thesis reports the results of research on correlations between laboratory 
measured collapse and routinely measured soil properties. Locally, a one­
dimensional collapse test is used to identify collapse and measure the severity 
of collapse. However, the test takes several days to perform. If routinely 
measured soil properties such as in situ water content, in situ dry density, load 
at inundation with water during the collapse test, depth of sampling and unified 
soil classification can be used to identify hydrocollapsible soils, the collapse 
test can be used primarily for measuring the severity of collapse for soils that 
have been identified as collapsible rather than for identification. The data base 
for this research was compiled from geotechnical reports for Las Vegas Valley 
projects. The files of four geotechnical firms were utilized. From graphs of 
each soil property versus percent collapse, it is determined that dry density 
and water content have the strongest relationship of the variables examined to 
collapse. Multiple linear regression was also utilized to explore the possibility 
of predicting percent collapse from depth, classification, dry density and water 
content. These two analyses indicate that predicting quantitative percent 
collapse may be too specific for this application. Therefore, the quantitative 
collapse data is divided into qualitative collapse and noncollapse groups where 
different criteria is chosen to define collapse and noncollapse. The collapse 
groups are plotted on graphs of dry density versus water content by soil 
classification . C-lines divide the groups to form collapse zones on the graph. 
Based on the number of collapse and noncollapse points in each zone and 
prior probabilities, Bayes' Theorem is used to calculate the probability of 
collapse group membership for each zone. Discriminant analysis is a
iii
statistical method for predicting group membership. The resulting models give 
a score based on water content, dry density and soil classification that 
indicates the probability of collapse and noncollapse group membership. The 
models are a considerable improvement over chance but, additional validation 
is recommended.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research project is to determine an accurate and practical 
method of identifying hydrocollapsible soils in the Las Vegas Valley based on 
routinely measured soil properties. Hydrocollapsible soils exhibit considerable 
strength at their in situ water content, but upon additional wetting, they can 
loose their strength very quickly. A collapse test is used to identify collapse and 
measure the severity of collapse. However, the test takes several days to 
perform. If routinely measured soil properties such as soil classification, in situ 
water content and in situ dry density can be used to identify hydrocollapsible 
soils, the collapse test can be used primarily for measuring the severity of 
collapse for soils that have been identified as collapsible rather than for 
identification.
The methodology and results of the research project are presented in the 
following order: First, the structure and origin of hydrocollapsible soils and the 
geologic setting of the Las Vegas Valley are described. A data base comprised 
of Las Vegas Valley soil characteristics compiled from the soils reports of local 
projects is introduced. The data base is used to characterize Las Vegas Valley 
hydrocollapsible soils and to explore relationships between collapse and other 
soil characteristics. The term "characteristics" refers to soil properties such as 
dry density, water content, classification and mineralogy, and variables such as 
load and depth of sampling. The term "correlation" is used to refer to the 
relationship between soil characteristics and collapse. Documented 
hydrocollapsible soils are also characterized and compared to the 
characterization of the hydrocollapsible soils of the Las Vegas Valley data base.
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Graphing, linear regression and discriminant analysis are used to analyze the 
relationships between soil characteristics (independent variables) and collapse 
(dependent variable) and to develop models for the purpose of predicting 
collapse. The term "model" refers to methods of predicting collapse based on 
soil characteristics. The terms model and correlation are often used 
interchangeably. Models that have been developed for other regions are 
summarized and compared to the models developed in this study. The models 
are evaluated on their use of easily measured soil properties, their ability to 
accurately predict collapse and their application to Las Vegas Valley soils. Soil 
characteristics emphasized in the models are also compared.
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HYDROCOLLAPSIBLE SOILS 
Soil Structure
Hydrocollapsible soils exhibit considerable strength in their natural state, but 
collapse upon wetting with or without an applied load. The high shear strength 
observed at the in situ water content comes from clay and/or silt bonds, clay 
bridges or capillary suction formed between sand grains as the soil dries after 
deposition. When the soil is wetted, these bonds are destroyed, shear strength 
is reduced and the grains are able to move into the vacant spaces of the porous 
structure. The amount of collapse depends on the degree of saturation, load 
and soil density. Clemence & Finbarr (1981) describe the formation of the 
bonds listed above that provide hydrocollapsible soils with high shear strength 
at their in situ water content as follows:
Capillary Tension
Capillary tension provides temporary shear strength for sands with fine silt 
binders. As the soils dries, the water is drawn into the junctions between the 
sand particles. The strength is increased when the capillary forces of the water 
pull the sand particles together. If the soil is porous, the addition of water can 
result in a rapid loss of strength [see Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b)].
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FIG. 1. Typical hydrocollapsible soil structure (Clemence & Finbarr, 1981)
Clay Bonds
In the case of bulky sand grains with clay, clay bonds provide temporary shear 
strength to the soil. The evaporation of porewater causes the clay plates to 
retreat with the water into the menisci at inter particle contacts. The resulting 
arrangement of the clay plates at the junctions provide the temporary strength. 
Two types of clay particle arrangements have been identified: a flocculated 
arrangement which gives a buttress type of support to the bulky sand grains 
and a "parallel plate onionskin" arrangement around the bulky sand grains [see 
Fig. 1 (c) and Fig. 1 (d)]. It has been observed that a lower in situ water content 
results in a higher strength. The majority of collapsing soils are in this category.
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Cementing Agents
Cementing agents provide temporary shear strength when the porewater is rich 
in dissolved minerals such as iron oxide or calcium carbonate. Again, as the 
porewater evaporates, the minerals are drawn into the junctions between 
particles. The cementing agents precipitate out of the porewater at inter particle 
contacts and provide strength to the soil structure. The rate at which strength 
loss occurs with the addition of water depends on the chemistry of the incoming 
water and the rate of dissolution of the cementing agent. For collapsible alluvial 
soils in arid climates, Beckwith and Hansen (1989) identify calcium carbonate 
as the most common cementing agent although gypsum, ferrous iron, dolomite 
and other minerals are present.
Jennings and Knight (Clemence & Finbarr, 1981) have suggested the 
guidelines in Table 1 for estimating the severity of the problem posed by 
hydrocollapsible soils based on collapse measured in the laboratory. However, 
the significance of laboratory measured collapse is site specific and depends on 
the depth and thickness of the hydrocollapsible soil layer, the structure and the 
uncertainty of the measurements.
TABLE 1. Problem severity caused by collapse based on a laboratory 
measured collapse. (Clemence & Finbarr, 1981)
COLLAPSE (%) SEVERITY OF PROBLEM
0-1 No Problem
1-5 Moderate Trouble
5-10 Trouble
10-20 Severe Trouble
20 Very Severe Trouble
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Origins of Hydrocollapsible Soil Deposits
Clemence & Finbarr (1981) have identified three major soil deposits from which 
hydrocollapsible soils often originate:
Aeolian Deposits
Aeolian deposits include dunes, loess, loessial-type deposits, aeolic beaches 
and large volcanic dust deposits. They are often cemented by clay binders and 
are characteristic of arid regions where the water table is deep below the 
ground surface.
Water-Laid Deposits
Water-laid deposits include alluvial fans, flows and flowslides that are 
comprised of poorly consolidated materials that contain a considerable amount 
of clay. They are often deposited by flash floods, and after drying, they do not 
become wet again until the next flow. The collapsible soils that are widely 
distributed over the arid and semi-arid regions of the western United States are 
formed primarily by water-laid (alluvial) processes. A detailed description of the 
formation processes and physical structure of collapsing alluvial soils is given 
by Beckwith & Hansen (1989).
7
Residual Soil
Residual soils are a product of weathering. When the soluble and colloidal 
material are leached out, a high void ratio and unstable structure results.
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DATA BASE 
Geologic Setting of the Las Vegas Valley
Located in the southern tip of Nevada in Clark County, the Las Vegas Valley 
lies in the southwestern part of the Great Basin. According to Speck and others 
(1985) the Las Vegas Valley is an alluvial fan piedmont composed of many 
intersecting alluvial fans. The basin floors have been filled with lacustrine 
sediments during previous periods of lake activity, and intermittent streams 
continue the alluvium deposition process. Recent wind activity is evident by the 
numerous sand dunes of varying sizes. The majority of the soils are gravely 
fine sandy loams. Many areas contain washes obscured by man made fills. 
Las Vegas Valley summers are hot and the average annual precipitation is four 
inches.
Data Base Compilation
The Las Vegas Valley data base was compiled from the soils reports of local 
projects that contain collapse test results. The collapse test will be described in 
the section entitled Laboratory Test Procedures. It is performed locally when 
one or more of the following are true of the soil in question:
1) The dry density is low (below 85 to 95 pcf) and it is in or near a region where 
hydrocollapse has been identified.
2) Visible pores are noted by the geologist during drilling.
3) The soil is a uniform light brown color and is silty.
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The information for one soil specimen is referred to as a "record". A complete 
record includes the following information:
• Collapse
• In-situ dry density
• In-situ water content
• Classification
• Depth of sampling
• Load at inundation with water
The data base contains 397 records and was obtained from the files of four 
geotechnical firms: firms C, K, S and W supplied 61 %, 29%, 8% and 2% of the 
complete records respectively. The data base is in Appendix A. Complete 
records make up 82% of the data base: in some cases, the in situ dry density 
and in situ water content of the specimen tested for collapse are not available. 
The records represent 138 projects and 390 boreholes: some of the records 
are from the same project and some of them are from different depths of the 
same borehole. There are an average of 2.3 complete records per project in 
the data base, and the maximum number of complete records in a project is 
eleven. The records are dated from 1977 to 1991.
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Based on the guidelines in Table 1 and the local practice of considering 1% 
collapse significant, collapse equal to or greater than 1% is initially considered 
significant in this study. In the Las Vegas Valley data base, significant collapse 
(>=1%) was indicated by 56% of the collapse tests, and insignificant collapse 
(<1%) was indicated by 44% of the collapse test results.
Discussion
When using information from a sample to draw formal inferences about the 
population, obtaining a representative sample is of primary concern (Jackson, 
1983). For the Las Vegas Valley data base to be considered representative of 
all collapsible Las Vegas Valley soils, it must be a representative sample. The 
following characteristics indicate that the Las Vegas Valley data base is a 
random sample of soils that meet one of the three criteria above:
• The period of time the data base covers (14 years)
• The number of firms from which it was obtained (four)
• The number of complete records obtained (303)
• The data were taken from the projects where hydrocollapsible soils 
were suspected all over the Las Vegas Valley
Because the data base is a random sample of soils that meet one of the three 
criteria above, it is assumed to be representative of soils that meet one of the 
three criteria above. However, there is a question regarding the possibility that
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a soil is collapsible yet does not meet any one of the criteria listed above. In 
that case, the data base may not be a representative sample.
A second area of concern is errors in the data. Possible sources of error or 
variation in the data include the following: 1) As indicated above, the tests 
were performed over a period of 14 years. During that time span, they were 
performed by many technicians. However, the technicians followed the 
standardized procedures described in the following section, so it is assumed 
that the errors are within acceptable limits. 2) Although care was taken during 
data compilation, there is the possibility of errors in the transcription of the 
values. 3) Variations in saturation resulting from inundation can affect 
collapse. Work done by Milovic (1988) indicates that water content after 
inundation affects the amount of collapse a soil exhibits. 4) Variations in soil 
structure are common in alluvial deposits. According to Beckwith and Hansen 
(1989), several modes of alluvial deposition can result in the formation of 
collapsing alluvial soils. If more than one mode of deposition forms a deposit, 
extreme local variations in character can occur in the same deposit. 5) 
Seasonal variations in water content for the soils is possible.
Laboratory Test Procedures 
Collapse
Collapse is determined by a modification of ASTM procedure D2435-80 for one­
dimensional consolidation testing. Relatively undisturbed soil specimens 
obtained from a ring-lined sampler are placed in the consolidometer according 
to ASTM procedures. The specimen is incrementally loaded at its in situ water
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content up to the pressure in question-usually one or two ksf--and then 
inundated with water. Collapse is defined as:
c = Aec  
1 +  So
x 100 %
where Aec is the change in void ratio upon wetting and e0 is the natural void 
ratio or
c = AHc
H o
x 100 %
where AHc is the change in height upon wetting and Ho is the initial height of 
the soil (Clemence & Finbarr, 1981). Figure 2 is an example of the results of a 
collapse test on a hydrocollapsible soil.
The collapse test is a laboratory method for measuring a soil's potential for 
collapse. It is assumed to be the maximum amount of collapse the soil can 
exhibit when the entire thickness is saturated at a specified load. The actual 
collapse experienced in the field depends on the increased degree of saturation 
from additional wetting and the depth to which additional wetting occurs. The 
specimens used for the test are disturbed to some degree by the sampling 
procedure. Research evaluating the amount of disturbance resulting from 
sampling procedures and the effect of sample disturbance on collapse test 
results have lead to several conclusions. It is not the purpose of this research 
to address these issues: the reader is refereed to Day (1990), Houston and El- 
Ehwany (1991), Milovic (1988), Houston, Houston and Spadola (1988), Dudley 
(1970) and Hansen, Booth and Beckwith (1989) for detailed discussions.
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Water Content
Water content is determined by ASTM D2216. The amount of water present in 
a quantity of soil is expressed in terms of its dry weight:
w = (Ww/W s) (decimal) or w = (Ww/Ws) x100 (percent)
where Ww is the weight of the water and Ws is the weight of the soil.
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Dry Density
Dry density is determined by measuring the volume and water content of the 
soils contained in brass sample rings from the Converse sampler. The 
following relationship is used to calculate the dry density:
where Ydry is the dry density, ywet is the wet density (soil weight/soil volume) 
and w is the water content expressed as a decimal.
Classification
In most cases soil classification is determined visually by a geologist or field 
engineer during sample collection in the field and then verified in the laboratory 
either visually or by testing. ASTM D 2488 is followed for visual classification 
and ASTM D 2487 is used for classification based on laboratory testing. Both 
ASTM procedures for soil classification are based on the Unified Soil 
Classification System. The criteria for assigning group symbols and names are 
presented in Appendix B.
15
CHARACTERIZATION
Las Vegas Valley Data Base
In the following sections, each soil characteristic in the data base is discussed 
in detail. Discussions regarding classification are based on all data base 
records whereas, discussions regarding other soil characteristics are based 
only on complete data base records.
Classification
Table 2 summarizes the soil classifications represented in the entire data base. 
A large majority of the soils are in classifications that indicate low plasticity and 
therefore a low clay content. Because data for SC, SP, and SW classifications 
are sparse, they are included with the SM classification in the "sand" category. 
The ML classification is referred to as the "silt" category and the CL 
classification is referred to as the "clay" category (See Table 2, column c). The 
representation of other classifications is referred to as the "miscellaneous" 
category.
Silt, clay, sand and miscellaneous category soils comprise 33%, 41%, 25% and 
1 % respectively of the soils tested for collapse [see Table 2, column (c)]. 
Although the miscellaneous category makes up only 1% of the soils tested for 
collapse, significant collapse was measured for both CH and GM classified 
soils: soils other than those represented here can collapse [see Table 2, column
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(d)]. Significant collapse was exhibited by 70% of the silts, 43% of the clays 
and 60% of the sands tested for collapse [see Table 2, column (g)J.
TABLE 2. Analysis of the collapse of the classifications represented in the data 
base. All of the measured collapse are analyzed and those with collapse > 1% 
are analyzed separately.
CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS
CLASS
ALL COLLAPSE POTENTIALS COLLAPSE POTENTIALS >=1%
NO.
DATA
PTS
(a)
% DATA 
PTS
.. (b)
% DATA 
PTS BY 
CATEGORY
(0
NO.
DATA
PTS
(d)
%
DATA
PTS
(e)
% DATA 
PTS BY 
CATEGORY
(f)
% OF 
CATEGORY 
WITH 
CP>=1%
_,(g)
ML 132 33 SILT 33% 91 41 SILT 41% 70%
CL 162 41 CLAY 41% 69 31 CLAY 31% 43%
SC 16 4 7 3
SM 70 18 SANDS 46 21 SANDS SANDS
SP 7 2 25% 5 2 26% 60%
SW 5 1 1 0
CH 3 1 MISC. 1 0 MISC. MISC.
GM 1 0 1% 1 0 0% 50%
OL 1 0 0 0
TOTAL 397 221
The majority of the clays tested did not exhibit significant collapse. This is 
probably due to the common practice of starting the consolidation test at in situ 
water content and then adding water at a specified load. The test procedure is 
the same, but the primary area of interest is the consolidation of the soil rather 
than collapse. The response of the soil to additional water can be determined 
at the same time the consolidation test is being performed. Consolidation tests 
usually performed on clay soils. A second explanation is that silty and sandy 
soils are more likely to exhibit significant collapse. Therefore, the probability of 
measuring significant collapse is greater when the test is performed on a silty or 
sandy soil.
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Figure 3 shows the soil categories plotted by frequency and collapse. The clay 
category dominates where collapse is less than or equal to 1%. The silt 
category dominates more frequently at higher collapse, yet a clay soil exhibited 
the greatest amount of collapse measured. Frequency tapers with increasing 
collapse for all of the soil categories. Most of the measured collapse is below 
6%. Because the miscellaneous category is small, it is not included in Figure 3.
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In situ Water Content
Figure (4) shows the frequency at which various water contents occurred for 
each of the soil categories, and Table (3) shows the statistics for the 
distribution. For soils exhibiting significant collapse, sands and clays tend to 
have higher water contents and a wider range of water contents than the silts 
(9.3% and 8.9% versus 7.1% averages respectively and 4.7% and 4.9% versus 
3.9% standard deviations respectively). At very low water contents, the 
occurrence of significant collapse is greater for all soil categories, however, 
significant collapse did occur at surprisingly high water contents (above 16%) 
for all soil categories.
TABLE 3. The statistics of the water content variable
VARIABLE: WATER CONTENT (%)
CLASSIFICATION COUNT RANGE AVG MEDIAN ST DEV VAR.
ML 104 0.9-28 9.1 7.1 6.2 38.2
ALL CP CL 138 1.0-39.6 13.2 11 7.7 58.9
SAND 84 1.0-38 9.7 8 6.7 45
ML 76 0.9-19 7.1 6.1 3.9 14.9
CP£1% CL 59 1.0-25 8.9 7.8 4.9 24.2
SAND 51 1.0-21.6 9.3 7.2 4.7 22.1
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In situ Dry Density
Figure (5) indicates that the in-situ dry densities of sand and clay exhibiting 
significant collapse tend to be higher than the in-situ dry densities of silt 
exhibiting significant collapse (95 pcf and 90 pcf versus 86 pcf averages 
respectively-see Table 4) The occurrence of significant collapse is greater at 
low dry densities for the silt category, but there seems to be some exception to 
this observation for the clay and sand categories: a large portion of low density 
soils (70 to 90 pcf) did not exhibit significant collapse. For all soils with dry 
densities above 110 pcf, the occurrence of significant collapse decreases 
dramatically. However significant collapse was measured for clay with a dry 
density greater than 120 pcf.
TABLE 4. The statistics of the dry density variable
VARIABLE: DRY DENSITY (pcf)
CLASSIFICATION COUNT RANGE AVG. MEDIAN ST DEV VAR.
ML 104 64-119 88 86 11 121.5
ALL CP CL 138 69-134 96 97 13 168.6
SAND 84 65-124 97 98 11.9 140.6
ML 76 64-114 86 85 9.8 69.7
CP>1% CL 59 69-126 90 91 11.7 136.9
SAND 51 65-117 95 96 10 99.7
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Load
The load at inundation ranges from 0.5 to 2.7 ksf for the soils that exhibited 
significant collapse (see Figure 6 and Table 5). The median load is close to 1 
ksf for all soil categories. The few specimens that were inundated at loads 
below 1 ksf or above 2 ksf did not deviate from the general characterization of 
the data base--i.e. collapse is not proportionately higher or lower for the 
specimens inundated at higher or lower loads respectively.
TABLE 5. The statistics of the load variable
VARIABLE: LOAD (ksf)
CLASSIFICATION COUNT RANGE AVG MEDIAN ST DEV VAR.
ALL CP
ML 104 0.5-2 1.17 1.17 0.3 0.1
CL 138 0.5-4.68 1.31 1 0.8 0.6
SAND 84 1-4.68 1.38 1.17 0.6 0.3
CP>1%
ML 76 0.5-2 1.17 1.09 0.3 0.1
CL 59 0.5-2 1.19 1 0.4 0.1
SAND 51 1-2.7 1.39 1.17 0.4 0.2
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Depth
Although the range at which the soil specimens were obtained is quite large, the 
majority of the soils were obtained between 2.5 and 3.5 feet below the surface. 
Likewise, the majority of the soils that exhibited collapse were obtained at a 
depths between two and three feet (see Figure 7 and Table 6). Collapse is not 
indicated below 10.5 feet for the silt and clay categories, but a relatively small 
number of specimens from below 10.5 feet were tested for collapse. Work 
done by Milovic (1988) and Hansen, Booth and Beckwith (1989) indicates that 
load at inundation and specimen depth do affect collapse. Yet, the Las Vegas 
Valley data base does not indicate a direct correlation between collapse and 
specimen depth or load at inundation. This could be due to the wide variety of 
soils and soil sources used for the data base. Milovic's (1988) correlation is 
based on a fairly uniform loess and Hansen, Booth and Beckwith's (1989) 
correlation is based on SM classified soils from one project.
TABLE 6. The statistics of the depth variable
VARIABLE: DEPTH (ft)
CLASSIFICATION COUNT RANGE AVG MEDIAN ST DEV VAR.
ML 104 0.2-14 3.4 2.5 2.1 4.4
ALL CP CL 138 1.0-26 4.3 3 4.5 19.9
SAND 84 0.7-35 5.5 3.5 6.4 40.3
ML 76 0.2-10.5 2.7 2 1.7 3
CP>1% CL 59 1.0-10.5 3.2 3 2.1 4.4
SAND 51 0.7-34 4.8 3 5.9 35.1
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Collapse
On an average, silts exhibited higher collapse than sands or clays -- 5% versus 
3.4% and 4.4% respectively (see Figure 3 and Table 7). Specimens from each 
soil category exhibited collapse greater than 10%. Soils tested for collapse in 
each of the categories exhibited expansion instead of collapse.
TABLE 7. The statistics of collapse %
VARIABLE: COLLAPSE(%)
CLASSIFICATION COUNT RANGE AVG MEDIAN ST DEV VAR.
ML 104 -1.7-13.4 2.8 2.6 3.6 13.2
ALL CP CL 138 -2.3-17.9 2 0.6 2.9 8.5
SAND 84 -0.1-11.6 2.2 1.5 2.3 5.5
ML 76 1.0-13.4 5 4.7 3.4 11.8
CP>1% CL 59 1.0-17.9 4.4 3.5 3 9.1
SAND 51 1.0-11.6 3.4 2.5 2.4 5.6
Conclusions
• The large number of collapse tests performed on soils that were not 
collapsible indicates that the three criteria previously listed for initially 
identifying collapsible soils could be improved upon.
• Given the wide range of water contents at which significant collapse occurred
for all soil categories, water content alone is not recommended for 
collapsible soil identification.
• As with the water content, the wide range of dry densities that exhibited 
significant collapse indicates that dry density alone is not a reliable 
indication of collapse for these soils.
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• The data base does not indicate that load variations over this range affect
collapse.
• The differences in loads and depths of the Las Vegas Valley data base is
probably enough to cause variation in the data, but it does not indicate a 
relationship between collapse and load or depth.
• The potential for a large range of collapse exists for soils from the sand, silt
and clay categories.
Documented Hydrocollapsible Soils
The characteristics of documented hydrocollapsible soils are summarized in 
Table 8. The summary includes the properties of soils from several types of 
deposits including aeolian (mostly loess) and alluvial. A wide range of water 
contents, dry densities, grain size distributions, classifications and Atturburg 
limits are represented by these hydrocollapsible soils in general. Las Vegas 
Valley data base hydrocollapsible soil property ranges are very close to the 
property range of arid and semi-arid areas in the Southwestern United States 
(Beckwith & Hansen, 1989): 64-126 pcf dry density and 1-25% water content 
compared to 66-131 pcf dry density and 1 -27 % water content respectively.
Alluvially deposited soils can exhibit extreme local variations due to different 
modes of alluvial deposition (Beckwith and Hansen, 1989). As a result, it is 
difficult to predict collapse from in-situ dry density, in-situ water content and 
classification. It also suggests that relationships between soil properties and 
collapse vary by deposition mode and region.
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A correlation developed for predicting collapse in one region probably cannot be 
used in other regions with hydrocollapsible soils. This is especially true for the 
application of correlations developed for uniform aeolian deposits to diverse 
alluvial deposits or vise versa.
Despite the differences in dry densities, water contents, grain size distributions 
and Atterburg limits, the minerals in the soils are very similar. All of the soils 
whose mineralogy was determined contain quartz and feldspars. Micas, calcite 
and montmorillonite are also common among such soils.
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CORRELATION ANALYSIS AND MODEL FORMATION
Analyzing correlations between known dependent variables and independent 
variables is a two-step process. The first step is to identify independent 
variables that significantly influence the dependent variable (collapse). These 
are referred to as predictor variables. The second step is to develop models 
based on the predictor variables chosen in step one. Two major types of data 
analysis are used for the preceding two-step process of correlation analysis. 
The first major type is graphical analysis. In the graphical analysis, visual 
observations of various plots of the data are used first to identity predictor 
variables and then to derive prediction models. Graphs of each independent 
variable versus collapse are used for an initial indication of which independent 
variables are predictor variables. These predictor variables are then used in 
another step of graphical analysis. From this graphical analysis models are 
suggested for identifying collapse. Statistics are utilized to analyze the 
prediction accuracy of these graphical prediction models. The second major 
type of data analysis is statistical. With the statistical analyses, statistical 
procedures are used to identify predictor variables and to derive prediction 
models. Linear regression and discriminant analysis are utilized independently 
for the statistical analyses.
For the first graphical analyses and the linear regression analyses, collapse is 
analyzed as a quantitative value (percent collapse). These analyses indicate 
that the prediction of quantitative collapse values may be too specific for this 
application. Therefore, the quantitative collapse data is assigned to two groups 
and analyzed qualitatively by the second graphical analysis and discriminant
33
analysis. The two groups that the quantitative collapse data are assigned to are 
collapse groups and noncollapse groups. The second graphical analysis and 
discriminant analysis are models for predicting collapse group or noncollapse 
group membership where different criteria are used to define collapse and 
noncollapse. Although the prediction of group membership is not as specific as 
predicting a quantitative percent collapse value, it better reflects the scatter of 
the data. Also, in many applications, geotechnical engineers are interested in 
whether a soil characteristic is above or below some value that has been 
established as critical or deemed significant. In the case of hydrocollapsible 
soils, collapse of 1% or greater is considered significant for many applications.
Graphing 
General
To identify the independent variables most useful for predicting collapse, each 
soil variable versus collapse is graphed separately (see Figures 8 through 12). 
The load and depth graphs support the conclusions stated in the 
characterization section: the ranges represented in this data base do not 
indicate a significant influence on collapse (see Figures 8 and 9). Therefore, 
they are not considered prediction variables. However, the water content and 
dry density graphs indicate "ceiling" water contents and "ceiling" dry densities 
above which a collapse percent was not measured. On the water content 
graph, the ceiling water contents form the curved line in Figure (10), and on the 
dry density graph, the ceiling dry densities form the straight line indicated in 
Figure (11).
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Although correlations between collapse and water content and dry density 
independently are indicated by the graphs (see Figures 10 and 11), the data 
scatter is too broad for them to be used independently for collapse prediction as 
was stated in characterization section. The relationship between collapse and 
soil classification in unclear from the graph (see Figure 12). However, from 
experience it is known that particle size distribution-especially the clay fraction- 
-affects soil response to water content changes. Therefore, the soils with 
significant representation in the data base (ML, CL and SM classified soils) are 
analyzed independently in the next section.
Dry Density, Water Content and Collapse Correlations
Methodology
To get an idea of the relationship between collapse and the combination of 
water content and dry density, the ML, CL and SM soil classifications are 
divided into collapse and noncollapse groups. The collapse groups are defined 
by three collapse criteria for each soil classification: C<1% and C>1%, C<2% 
and C>2% and C<3% and C>3%. The soil classification and collapse criteria 
are used for reference. Data with collapse greater than or equal to the collapse 
criteria are by this definition collapsible and data with collapse below the criteria 
are by this definition noncollapsible. For example, SM3% refers to SM 
classified soils with 3% collapse criteria: the data with C>3% is by definition 
collapsible (SM3% collapse group) and the data with C<3% is by definition 
noncollapsible (SM1% noncollapse group). Likewise, ML1% refers to ML 
classified soils with 1% collapse criteria: the data with C>1% is by definition
40
collapsible and the data with C<1% is by definition noncollapsible. Table 9 
summarizes the notation used for all of the defined soil collapse groups.
TABLE 9. Labels used to identity soil classification and collapse criteria for 
each analysis and the collapse measurements in the collapse and noncollapse
COLLAPSE
GROUP
NON
COLLAPSE
GROUP
ML1 % C> = 1% C<1%
ML2% C>=2% C<2%
ML3% 0 = 3 % C<3%
CL1 % 0  = 1% C<1%
CL2% 0 = 2 % C<1%
CL3% 0 = 3 % C<3%
SM 1 % 0  = 1% C<1%
SM2% 0 = 2 % C<2%
SM3% 0 = 3 % C<3%
ALL 1 % 0 = 1 % C<1%
ALL2% 0 = 2 % C<2%
ALL3% 0 = 3 % C<3%
The collapse criteria chosen to define the groups were chosen based on 
practicality: in local practice, collapse of 1% is often deemed significant, yet in 
some applications greater collapse may be of interest. Therefore the collapse 
criteria started at 1% and increased in 1% increments up to 3%. The data for 
the collapse group became too sparse for analysis above 3% collapse criteria. 
Each group is plotted on a graph of dry density versus water content as 
depicted in Figures 13 to 15.
The collapse data is divided from the noncollapse data by drawing a curved line 
referred to as the C-line for collapse. The C-line is identified by the collapse 
criteria used to separate the collapse groups. For example, a 1% C-line 
corresponds to the ML1%, CL1% and SM1% graphs in Figure 13.
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FIG. 13. Dry density versus water content plots for ML, CL and SM classified
soils. The dividing criteria for the collapse group and noncollapse group is 1 %
collapse. The lines separating the groups are referred to as 1% C-lines.
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FIG. 14. Dry density versus water content for the ML, CL and SM  classified
soils. The dividing criteria for the collapse group and noncollapse group
is 2%  collapsse. The lines separating the groups are referred to as 2%  C-lines.
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FIG. 15. Dry density versus water content plots for ML, CL and SM classified
soils. The dividing criteria for the collapse group and noncollapse group
is 3% collapse. The lines separating the groups are referred to as 3%  C-lines.
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FIG. 16. Dry density versus water content plots for ML, Cl and SM classified 
soils. The dividing criteria for the collapse groups are according to Jennings' 
and Knight's criteria in Table 1.
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The C-line is drawn to include most of the collapse group data in the region 
below the C-line (the collapse area of the graph) and most of the noncollapse 
group data in the region above the C-line (the noncollapse area of the graph). 
The C-line is based on the data and the criteria chosen to define the collapse 
and noncollapse groups. The position of the line is arbitrary: it is based solely 
on judgment.
The data in each soil category are also divided into collapse groups of CP<1%, 
1 %<CP<5%, 5%<CP<10% and CP>10% (see Figure 16) to determine if the 
plots can be used to indicate membership to the groups Jennings and Knight 
(Clemence & Finbarr, 1981) suggested as guidelines in Table 1. However, the 
data above 5% collapse is too sparse to predict membership to these groups.
The outlying data points or outliers (noncollapse group data that plots in the 
collapse area of the graph and collapse group data that plots in the noncollapse 
area of the graph) are examined for the 1 % collapse criteria to determine if 
there is an explanation for their deviation.
The depth and load of the outliers are not concentrated in the extreme ends of 
the depth and load ranges. Most of the outliers were obtained from depths 
between one and three feet which corresponds to the majority of depths for the 
entire data base. Where more than one specimen is from a single project and 
some are outliers, there is at least one specimen from the same project that is 
not an outlier. It is possible that these projects are located in areas where 
different modes of alluvial deposition have occurred at the same site as is 
explained above by Beckwith and Hansen (1989). The outliers in the collapse 
area of the graph do not all have collapse values close to 1%. They range from
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expansive to 0.9% collapse. The highest collapse of the outliers in the 
noncollapse area of the graph is 3.2%.
Observations
The following observations are made regarding the graphs above: 1) There is 
an obvious clustering of the data by collapse group and hence a C-line for each 
collapse criteria (1%, 2% and 3%). 2) The lines indicate an apparent "ceiling" 
dry density that decreases with increasing water content.
3) As the collapse criteria increases from 1 % to 3%, the ceiling dry densities 
decrease for a given water content. 4) The "ceiling" dry densities vary by soil 
classification. For ML1%, CL1% and SM1% the maximum ceiling dry densities 
are 109, 115 and 115 pcf respectively. At 65 pcf, the corresponding water 
contents for ML1%, CL1% and SM1% are very close: 25%, 26% and 26% 
respectively. 5) There is not much variation between the position of the 2% C- 
line and the position of the 1 % or 3% C-lines.
Conclusions
From the preceding observations, the following conclusions are made: 1) The 
grouping of the data by collapse is a valid method of analyzing the data. 2 ) 
The variations of the C-lines for the different soil classifications indicates that 
the correlation between collapse and dry density and water content is improved 
by considering soil classification for this method of analysis. 3) The highest 
practical collapse criteria for determining collapse group membership is 3% for 
this data base. 4) Although data from the higher collapse groups tend to plot
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farther below the division line than data of the 1 -5% collapse group, clustering is 
not obvious, and it was determined that the criteria suggested by Jennings and 
Knight (Clemence & Finbarr, 1981) are not practical for this analysis. 7) There 
appears to be a strong correlation between collapse and the combination of dry 
density and water content. 8 ) The 1% collapse increment chosen is too small 
for this analysis, so the 2% collapse criteria is eliminated. The statistical 
analysis of the fit of the 1% and 3% lines to the collapse groups for each soil 
classification is summarized in Table 10. These correspond to the conditional 
probabilities described in the following section.
TABLE 10. The probabilities associated with the collapse and noncollapse 
areas of each graph are in columns (c) through (f). Columns (a) and (b) show 
the percent of observations in each group
PRIOR
PROBABI LITIES
PROBABILITIES BASED ON 
CHARTS
pr(C)
(a)
pr(NC)
(b)
pr(PC/C)
(c)
pr(PNC/NC)
(d)
pr(PC/NC)
(e)
pr(PNC/C)
(f)
CL 1% 0.43 0.57 0.93 0.66 0.34 0.07
CL 3% 0.24 0.76 0.91 0.73 0.27 0.09
ML 1% 0.73 0.27 0.96 0.64 0.36 0.04
ML Z% 0.45 0.55 0.89 0.67 0.33 0.1 1
SM 1% 0.67 0.33 0.98 0.50 0.50 0.02
SM 3% 0.34 0.66 0.95 0.38 0.63 0.05
Model
When the 1% and 3% C-lines are transferred to empty graphs by soil 
classification, zones of collapse are outlined for each soil classification (see 
Figures 17 through 19). If the data base is a representative sample of 
collapsible soils in the Las Vegas Valley, these graphs can be used to predict 
the probability of collapse group membership for Las Vegas Valley soils.
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When the prior probabilities of the data base are known, they can be used to 
improve the ability of a model for making further predictions. Prior probabilities 
are the probability that a given soil will either be collapsible or non collapsible. 
For example, 73% of the ML1% soils in the data base belong to the collapse 
group and 27% belong to the noncollapse group. If this is representative of ML 
soils, then from this prior knowledge, we would expect a screened but untested 
ML classified soil to have a 73% probability of belonging to the 1% collapsible 
group and a 27% probability of belonging to the 1% noncollapse group before 
analyzing its water content and dry density.
If the prior probability of group membership is not known, then a prior probability 
of 50% is assumed. For this analysis, the prior probabilities calculated from the 
data base are assumed to be representative so Bayes' theorem is utilized to 
take the analysis one step farther. Bayes' theorem is a rule for incorporating 
the conditional probabilities obtained from the graphs given the collapse 
measurements with prior probabilities to form new probabilities that combine 
both sets of information (Jackson, 1983).
The following notation is used for the analysis:
Prior Probabilities:
pr(C): The probability that a soil in a particular classification will be Collapsible. 
It is also the percent of data in a classification that is in the collapse group.
pr(NC): The probability that a soil in a particular classification will be Non 
Collapsible. Conversely, this is also the percent of data in a classification that is 
in the noncollapse group.
Conditional probabilities (plot results given test results):
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pr(PC/C): The probability that based on its water content and dry density a soil 
in a particular classification will Plot in the Collapse area of the graph given that 
the collapse test indicated Collapse. This is the percent of collapse group data 
that plotted in the collapse area of the graph.
pr(PNC/NC): The probability that based on its water content and dry density a 
soil in a particular classification will Plot in the NonCollapse area of the graph 
given that the collapse test indicated NonCollapse. This is the percent of 
noncollapse group data that plotted in the noncollapse area of the graph.
pr(PC/NC): The probability that based on its water content and dry density a 
soil in a particular classification will Plot in the Collapse area of the graph given 
that the collapse test indicated NonCollapse. This is the percent of noncollapse 
group data that plotted in the collapse area of the graph.
pr(PNC/C): The probability that based on its water content and dry density a 
soil in a particular classification will Plot in the NonCollapse area of the graph 
given that the collapse test indicated Collapse. This is the percent of collapse 
group data that plotted in the noncollapse area of the graph.
The New Conditional Probabilities (test results given plot results) resulting 
from Bayes' Theorem are given by the following equations:
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pr(C /  PC) = pr(PC /  C) x pr(C)
pr(PC /  C) x pr(C) + pr(PC /  NC) x pr(NC)
pr(NC /  PC) = pr(PC /N C )xp r(N C )
pr(PC /  C) x pr(C) + pr(PC /  NC) x pr(NC)
pr(C /  PNC) = pr(PNC /  C) x pr(C)
pr(PNC /  C) x pr(C) + pr(PNC /  NC) x pr(NC)
pr(NC /  PNC) =
pr(PNC /  NC) x pr(NC)
pr(PNC /  C) x pr(C) + pr(PNC /  NC) x pr(NC)
The New Conditional Probabilities are defined as follows:
pr(C/PC): The probability that the soil in a particular classification will be 
Collapsible (collapse group membership) given that based on its water content 
and dry density it Plotted in the Collapse area of the graph.
pr(NC/PC): The probability that the soil in a particular classification will be 
NonCollapsible (noncollapse group membership) given that based on its water 
content and dry density it Plotted in the Collapse area of the graph.
pr(C/PNC): The probability that the soil in a particular classification will be 
Collapsible (collapse group membership) given that based on its water content 
and dry density it Plotted in the NonCollapse area of the graph.
pr(NC/PNC): The probability that the soil in a particular classification will be 
NonCollapsible (noncollapse group membership) given that based on its water 
content and dry density it Plotted in the NonCollapse area of the graph.
The new conditional probabilities resulting from the application of Bayes1 
Theorem to the graphs of the data are summarized in Table 11.
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TABLE 11. The probabilities associated with the collapse and noncollapse 
areas of each graph when prior probabilities (Baye's Theorem) are considered
CHART PROBABILITIES WITH BAYES' THEOREM 
APPLIED
pr(C/PC) pr(NC/PC) pr(C/PNC) pr(NC/PNC)
CL \ % 0.67 0.33 0.07 0.93
CL 0.52 0.48 0.04 0.96
ML \ % 0.88 0.12 0.14 0.86
ML 3% 0.69 0.31 0.12 0.88
SM \% 0.80 0.20 0.09 0.91
SM 3% 0.44 0.56 0.06 0.94
The most conservative relationships are those where the probability of having 
the dry density and water content plot in the collapse section of the graph when 
the soil is in the collapse group is maximized. It is less costly to predict 
membership of a noncollapse group soil to a collapse group than to predict 
membership of a collapse group soil to a noncollapse group. In this case, the 
worst condition is accommodated.
Based on this analysis, graphs in Figures 17 through 19 are presented as 
models for predicting the collapse of Las Vegas Valley soils. The tables in the 
corners of the graphs give the probabilities of collapse for each zone of the 
graph. It is suggested that the models be used in addition to the three criteria in 
the Data Compilation Section currently being used. It is not recommended that 
these models be used to replace the collapse test. Rather, they should be used 
to get a better initial indication of the collapsibility of the soil and to better 
determine if a collapse test is necessary. Because these models were 
developed from soils that have been screened by the above criteria, they 
should also be used for soils that have also been screened by the same criteria.
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Statistical 
Linear Regression
Methodology
For the linear regression analysis, dry density, water content, soil classification 
and depth are considered. The soil classifications of the data base are divided 
into depth groups of one foot increments or depth increments that are practical 
based on population. The data base is also divided by soil classification only 
and by depth only. Water content and dry density are used as the predictor 
variables together and also separately. For each group, the statistical method 
of least squares is used to calculate the formula for a straight line that best fits 
the data. The formula for a best fit exponential curve is also statistically 
calculated. The regressions for all classification and depth groups are based on 
collapse as the dependent variable and dry density and water content as the 
independent variables. For the depth only groups, dry density only and water 
content only were also used as the independent variables. The results for all 
depths of each classification and all of the soil classifications with different 
predictor variables are summarized in Table 12, and the results for all of the 
divisions are summarized in Appendix B. The variables in Table 12 and 
Appendix B have the following definitions:
m(wc): Coefficients corresponding to the water content variables
m(DD): Coefficients corresponding to the dry density variables
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b: A constant value
se(wc): The standard error values for the mWc coefficients 
se(DD): The standard error values for the itidd coefficients 
se(b): The standard error values for the b constants
r2: The coefficient of determination. It is an indication of how well estimated 
collapse compares to actual collapse. An r2 of one indicates a perfect 
linear or exponential correlation, whereas, an r2 of zero indicates that the 
regression equation is not helpful for predicting collapse.
se(CP): The standard error for the collapse estimates
F: The F statistics or F-observed values
df: Degrees of freedom
ss(reg): The regression sum of squares
ss(resid): The residual sum of squares
The equation for straight lines is CP = mwcwc + itiddDD + b. The equation for 
exponential curves is In(CP) = wcxln(mwc) + DDxln(mDD) + ln(b).
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Analysis
The Student's t-distribution indicates that the coefficients of determination or r2 
values are significant at the 5% level of significance for most of the calculated 
regression equations. The relationship (r2) does not seem to be improved by 
breaking the data base into groups by soil classification and depth. This 
confirms a correlation between collapse and water content and dry density, but 
it does not indicate a correlation between collapse and depth and load. 
However, the graphs and r2 values indicate that there is a considerable amount 
of scatter in the data. With the exception of groups with depths greater than 
five or ten feet where few specimens exhibited collapse and groups of 
classifications with very few data points, the r2 values are below 0.5. This 
indicates that there is considerable scatter and the data does not lend itself to a 
straight line model. Again, with the exception of a few groups , the r2 values 
calculated for the exponential curves are below 0.5. This also indicates that 
the data does not lend itself to an exponential curve model. The r2 values are 
higher in the analysis of the ALL group (all depths and soil classifications) when 
both water content and dry density are used as the independent variables for 
collapse prediction rather than when water content alone or dry density alone 
are used as the independent variables for collapse prediction (0.42 versus 0.24 
and 0.18 respectively). This confirms the conclusion from the graphical 
analysis that models are improved by using both water content and dry density 
for collapse prediction. However this does support the use of both dry density 
and water content for collapse prediction.
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Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant analysis is a multivariate method for developing a model for 
assigning group membership. To create a model for distinguishing between 
group membership, discriminant analysis uses the statistical decision rule of 
maximizing the between-group variance relative to the within-group variance to 
derive a linear combination or equation of the predictor variables that will 
discriminate best between the two or more groups for which prediction is 
desired. After the predictor variables are multiplied by their corresponding 
weights in the equation, they are added together. The resulting value is the 
discriminant score. Whether the discriminant score is below or above a cutting 
score determines the assignment of group membership. In this application, a 
linear combination of the water content dry density and classification is derived 
that will discriminate between a collapse group and a noncollapse group. The 
linear combination derived by discriminant analysis similar to the linear equation 
derived by multiple regression. The following equation depicts the format of the 
linear combination:
Z = + W2X2 + W3 X3 + ... + WnXn
where
Z = the discriminant score
W = the discriminant weights
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X = the predictor variables (water content, dry density, classification)
Discriminant analysis is usually used when the predictor variables are 
quantitative and the groups are qualitative (categorical variables), but it can also 
be applied when the quantitative variables are assigned to groups (Hair, 
Anderson and Tatham, 1987). For this analysis, the quantitative collapse 
measurements have been assigned to collapse and noncollapse groups.
Methodology
For discriminant analysis, several methods of data division are analyzed for 
determining the best model from this data base. As with the graphical analysis, 
the data is analyzed separately by soil the classifications and collapse criteria in 
Table 9. Water content and dry density are the predictor variables and the 
groups are used: 1 % collapse and noncollapse groups, 2 % collapse and 
noncollapse groups and 3% collapse and noncollapse groups. The soil 
classifications are then combined, so the analysis is by collapse criteria only 
(ALL1%, ALL2% and ALL 3%). The combined soil classifications are analyzed 
with water content and dry density as the predictor variables and then with 
water content, dry density and classification as the predictor variables. 
Because quantitative predictor variables are required, the soil classifications are 
transformed into quantitative values through dummy variable coding. In this 
case, the ML classification is assigned a coding of 10 (1=yes for ML and 0=no 
for CL), the CL classification is assigned a coding of 01 (0=no for ML and 1=yes 
for CL) and the SM classification is assigned a coding of 00 (0=no for ML and 
0=no for CL).
The discriminant analysis application of the computer program SPSS (Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences) is used to make a model from the data base 
for assigning collapse group membership. The programs used with SPSS are 
included in Appendix D. After SPSS derives the optimum linear combination for 
prediction, it then verifies the model. This can be done by using the model to 
assign group membership to the portion of the data base used to create the 
model or by holding out a portion of the data base to be used solely for verifying 
the model. When the data used to create the model is also used for verification, 
the accuracy of the model for prediction tends to have an upward bias. Holding 
out a portion of the data base to be used solely for verification is the preferred 
method of verification except when the data base is small. SPSS can also be 
run using the prior probabilities of the data base or using a prior probability of 
0.5 as discussed in the section on Bayes' Theorem.
For this analysis, the program was run three ways for each data division. First, 
it was run with the prior probabilities of the groups and all of the data were used 
for both model derivation and model verification. Second, it was run with a prior 
probability of 0.5 and all of the data were used for both model derivation and 
model verification. Third, it was run with the prior probabilities of the groups 
and 20% of the data were held out for verification. The simultaneous 
computational method was used for each analysis. With the simultaneous 
computational method, all of the predictor variables are considered at the same 
time.
To simplify the detailed analysis, the three runs described in the preceding
section are compared to determine which one to use for the detailed analysis.
In each case, there is little difference in the results and more specifically in the
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percent of cases correctly classified or the hit ratio when prior probabilities are 
used in the analysis and when it is not. The difference between the two hit 
ratios varies from 0 to 3%. The difference is small and the model with prior 
probabilities is probably a better representation of the data. When the data is 
analyzed with a holdout sample, the hit ratio of the holdout sample is compared 
to the hit ratio of the sample used to develop the model to determine the 
upward bias of the hit ratio from using the same data for both the model and 
verification. The hit ratio of the sample used to develop the model is usually 
higher than the hit ratio of the holdout sample. However, in several cases the 
opposite occurs with this data base. For example, in the case of ML1% the hit 
ratio for the holdout sample is 92% and the hit ratio of the data used for the 
model is 81%. Conversely, in the case of CL3%, the hit ratio for the holdout 
sample is 65% and the hit ratio of the data used for the model is 82%. When all 
of the data are divided into groups, the differences between the holdout sample 
hit ratio and the model sample hit ratio are more consistent. The variation for 
the classification divisions probably due to their smaller populations. Whereas, 
when the entire data base is used, the holdout sample is larger and a better 
representation of the data base. Therefore, the run using prior probabilities and 
model data only for verification is used for the following detailed analysis. The 
results for this run are summarized in Table 13. The results for all three runs 
are summarized in Appendix C.
Analysis
The results are analyzed for two reasons: 1) to determine if discriminant 
analysis is applicable to this situation and 2 ) to determine if the resulting 
models can be used for predicting potentially collapsible soils into collapse
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groups. There are several criteria by which the discriminant analysis results 
can be analyzed for application. The first factor usually considered is the 
difference between the group means of the predictor variables. For example if 
the mean water contents and mean dry densities of the collapse groups are 
very different from the mean water contents and mean dry densities of the 
noncollapse groups, then discriminant analysis should be able to discriminate 
between collapse group and noncollapse group membership. However, if the 
means are considerably different, but the within group variations are large, the 
discriminating capabilities are reduced. The separations between the mean 
water contents and mean dry densities of the collapse groups and noncollapse 
groups are quite large, but the separation is much smaller for the mean loads 
and mean depths of the collapse groups and noncollapse groups. Another area 
of interest is the difference between the means of the discriminant scores of the 
two groups for which prediction is desired. The significance is the test of the 
null hypothesis that the average discriminant scores of the noncollapse and 
collapse groups are the same. A small significance indicates that the null 
hypothesis can be rejected and that the means of the discriminant scored differ 
significantly. The observed significance level in all cases is below the 5% level 
of significance and it is below the 1% significance level for the ML and CL 
classification, so it can be concluded that ML, CL and SM soils can be predicted 
to collapse groups based on their discriminant scores. However, if the overlap 
in discriminant scores is large, accurate prediction may not be possible. 
Another area of interest is the relative importance of each predictor variable in 
discriminating between the collapse groups (Hair, Anderson and Tatham, 
1987). These can be indicated by the discriminant loadings or structure 
correlations. Discriminant loadings measure the simple linear correlation 
between each predictor variable and the discriminant function. A discriminant
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loading near one indicates a variable makes a significant contribution to the 
discriminating ability of the discriminating scores. The significance of the 
contribution of the variable to the discriminating ability of the discriminating 
scores decreases as the discriminant loading nears zero. When soil 
classifications are included as a predictor variables, the largest discriminant 
loadings are for the water content and dry density predictor variables. For 
CL1 %, the discriminate loadings for depth and load were determined; they are 
very low: 0.23 and 0.15 respectively. They were not determined for the other 
classifications and collapse criteria. There are several additional indicators of 
the amount of discrimination achieved by the discriminant function, but they are 
beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is referred to Hair, Anderson and 
Tatham (1987) for a more detailed discussion. The above analysis suggests 
this application is suitable for discriminant analysis.
The second reason for analysis is to verify the model or determine if the 
resulting models can be used for collapse group prediction for additional soils. 
The following two criteria are used to determine how well the models predict 
group membership: 1) The overall prediction rate or hit ratio for all soil 
classifications should be maximized [see Table 14, column (c)]. 2) The correct 
classification rate should be substantially higher than the proportional chance 
criterion [see Table 14, columns (d) and (e)]. The proportional chance criterion 
is the percent of data base would be correctly classified by chance. It should be 
used when group sizes are unequal and it is desirable to correctly identify 
members of both groups (Hair, Anderson and Tatham, 1987). It is calculated by 
the following formula:
Cpro = P2  + (1 ■ P) 2
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where
Cpro = the proportional chance criterion 
p = the proportion of data in group I 
1- p = the proportion of data in group II
Table (14) compares the correct predictions for the various ways the data is 
divided for the analysis. How well each individual soil classification is predicted 
to the correct group when the soil classifications are combined for the analysis 
(ALL1%, ALL2% and ALL3%) is also indicated in Table 14. These are 
represented by the indented soil classification labels.
The first criteria evaluated is how well the models correctly predict and 
noncollapse and noncollapse group membership. If the prediction rate to both 
collapse groups is high, then the soils that are predicted collapsible will be 
collapse tested to determine the magnitude of collapse. The soils that are 
predicted noncollapsible need not be tested for collapse. Of course, in each 
case engineering judgment should be used in making the final decision. 
However, if the prediction accuracy to the collapse group is low, then a large 
portion of noncollapsible soils will be tested for collapse. Also, if the confidence 
that a soil predicted to the noncollapse group is noncollapsible is low, then they 
also will also be tested for collapse. This results in all of the soils deemed 
collapsible by the current screening being tested for collapse: the model is not 
an improvement over current practice.
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TABLE 14. A breakdown of the correct prediction rate of the models derived by 
discriminant analysis for soil classifications considered independently and 
considered together (columns a through c). Column (f) shows the improvement 
of using the model for predicting group membership versus correctly predicting 
group membership by chance.
CORRECTLY PREDICTED 
GROUP MEMBERSHIP
HIT
RATIO Cpro
IMPROVEMENT 
OVER Cpro
NC COLLAPSE
(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)
ML1 % 0.54 0.93 0.83 0.61 0.22
CL1X 0.79 0.83 0.80 0.86 -0.06
SM1 % 0.35 0.90 0.72 0.56 0.16
ALL 195 0.65 0.91 0.79 0.51 0.28
M L1* 0.50 0.96
CL 1 % 0.76 0.85
SM 1 % 0.40 0.90
VW.2% 0.55 0.88 0.74 0.51 0.23
CL28 0.82 0.75 0.79 0.53 0.26
SM2% 0.69 0.66 0.67 0.50 0.17
ALL2% 0.71 0.77 0.74 0.50 0.24
ML2% 0.57 0.88
CL2% 0.80 0.71
SM2% 0.66 0.66
ML3?2 0.72 0.81 0.76 0.51 0.26
CL3SS 0.92 0.42 0.80 0.64 0.16
SM3JS 0.88 0.24 0.66 0.55 0.1 1
ALL35S 0.85 0.59 0.76 0.56 0.20
ML3% 0.72 0.83
CL3% 0.90 0.45
SM3% 0.87 0.29
The hit ratios for the models developed from the Las Vegas Valley data base 
vary for the different collapse criteria from 0.83 to 0.66. The 0.83 hit ratio for 
ML1% seems reasonable, but the correctly predicted group membership is 
unevenly distributed [see Table 14, columns (a) and (b)]. The prediction rate for 
the collapse group is 0.93 which is good, but the prediction rate for the 
noncollapse group is only 0.54. With only a 0.54 prediction rate for the 
noncollapse group, testing would be recommended and again all of the soils
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would be tested. As the collapse criteria division increases from 1 % to 3%, the 
correct prediction rate for the collapse group decreases [see Table 14, column 
(b)]. The difference is greatest between SM1% and SM3% where it drops from 
0.90 to 0.29. This corresponds to the population decrease in the collapse group 
as the collapse criteria increases. Conversely, the correct prediction rate for the 
noncollapse group increases as the collapse division increases from 1% to 3%. 
Again, the difference is the greatest between SM1% and SM3% where is 
increases from 0.40 to 0.87. The CL1%, CL2% and ML3% yield the highest 
prediction rates for both the collapse and noncollapse groups (0.79, 0.82 and 
0.72 for the noncollapse groups respectively and 0.83, 0.75 and 0.81 for the 
collapse groups respectively). These models may be adequate for use, but it 
should be remembered that these prediction rates are based on the records 
used to develop the model. The prediction rate for a new population of records 
may be lower.
The second criteria evaluated is the improvement of the model's predictions 
over chance or Cpro [see Table 14, column (d)]. Table 14, column (e) shows 
the prediction improvement of the models over Cpro. The improvement in each 
case is greater than 0.15 except for CL1% and SM3%. This indicates that with 
the exception of the CL1% model, the discriminant analysis models are a 
considerable improvement over chance.
Model
Figure 20 is an example of how a model developed from discriminant analysis 
could be used. When SPSS validates the model, it calculates the discriminant 
score for each record and assigns a probability of group membership to the
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score. The record is assigned to the group with the highest probability of group 
membership. Figure 20 is a plot of the probability versus discriminant score. 
The discriminant function is in the right hand corner of the graph.
To use the graph, the water content, dry density and dummy variable for soil 
classification of the specimen in question are plugged into the discriminant 
function. For this model, the following dummy variables are used for soil 
classifications: for ML soils, ML=1 and CL=0; for CL soils, ML=0 and CL=1 and 
for SM soils, ML=0 and CL=0. The resulting value is the discriminant score. To 
determine group membership, the calculated discriminant score is found on the 
x-axis of the graph. If the discriminant score is to the left of the cutting score, 
the specimen belongs to the collapse group. If the discriminant score is to the 
right of the cutting score, the specimen belongs to the noncollapse group. The 
probability of group membership is determined by drawing a perpendicular line 
on the graph at the discriminant score until it intersects the curved line above it. 
The y-value that corresponds to the intersection is the probability of 
membership to that group. This graph was constructed from the ALL1% model 
and is not suggested for use. It is presented as an example of the type of 
model that results from discriminant analysis. The following example 
demonstrates how the model can be utilized.
EXAMPLE: A soil has the following properties as determined by laboratory 
testing: Soil classification = CL, water content = 11.6%, and dry density =70 
pcf. Is it more probable that the soil belongs to the 1% noncollapse group 
(C<1% according to the collapse test) or the 1% collapse group (C>1% 
according to the collapse test)?
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Using the discriminant function on Figure 20, the discriminant score, Z, is 
calculated to be -1.0694 [0.1327265(11.6) + 0.0571139(70) + 0.2012847(0) + 
0.4908374(1) - 7.097811 = -1.0694]. From the graph on Figure 20, the 
probability of 1% collapse group membership is 0.90, and the corresponding 
probability of 1% noncollapse group membership is calculated to be 0.10 (1- 
0.90 = 0.10). The model indicates that we can be fairly certain (0.90 probability) 
that the soil will experience collapse greater than 1%. On the basis of on this 
information, it is recommended that the magnitude of collapse be determined by 
the collapse test. The actual collapse measured for this particular soil is 17.9%.
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CORRELATION COMPARISON 
Introduction
A literature review was conducted for the purpose of comparing the models 
developed in this study to documented models or collapse correlations. In the 
Literature Review section, the documented correlations are described under 
headings indicating the region for which the correlation was developed. The 
author and date of the publication in which the correlation is reported is 
referenced at the beginning of the paragraph. The predictor variables used in 
the correlations, the ease of measurement of the predictor variables and the 
application of the correlations to Las Vegas Valley soil are then analyzed in the 
Comparison Analysis section.
Literature Review
Missouri River Basin Loess
Clevenger (1956)
In an analysis of loess characteristics, Clevenger (1956) refers to United States 
Bureau of Reclamation studies whereby they determined that the ultimate 
settlement of Missouri River Basin loess is largely dependent on in situ dry 
density and that in situ dry density is the most important index property for 
anticipating the ultimate settlement and shearing resistance of the loess after 
wetting. They suggest the correlation between field performance and the 
measured dry density of Missouri River Basin Loess in Table 15. Table 16 
relates the supporting capacity of undisturbed Missouri River Basin Loess to in 
situ water content.
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TABLE 15. Correlations between field performance of Missouri River Basin 
Loess and dry density (Clevenger, 1956)
DRY DENSITY 
(pcf)
FIELD PERFORMANCE
<80 Large settlements and low shear 
resistance
80-90 Transitional Properties
>90 Small settlements and high shear 
resistance
TABLE 16. Correlations between the supporting capacity of Missouri River 
Basin Loess and its water content (Clevenger, 1956)
WATER
CONTENT
SUPPORTING CAPACITY @ 
WATER CONTENT
-10% High - Independent of Density
10-15% Slightly Reduced
>15% Density is the Primary Factor
Cievenger(1956) also studied loess in the Denver, Colorado area and concluded 
that the criterion in Table 15 does not apply to Denver area loess.
Correlation Variables: Dry Density, Water Content
Application: Missouri River Basin Loess (primarily silt-sized particles of quartz 
and feldspars bonded together by a relatively small portion of 
montmorillonite-type clay)
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Los Angeles Counties
Dudley (1970)
Alluvial and colluvial deposits, mudflows and artificial fills are the sources of 
many hydrocollapsible soils in the counties around Los Angeles. For those 
composed of fine sand and 14% montmorillonite, the relationship between 
collapse, unit weight and initial water content in Figure 21 was found to exist 
through laboratory consolidation tests. The laboratory measured collapse 
ranged from near zero to 20%, and it was observed that when the initial water 
content was higher than that indicated on Figure 21 the collapse decreased. 
Initial density was considered to be the major factor for collapse.
Correlation Variables: Initial Water Content and Unit Weight
Application: Fine Sands with 14% Montmorillonite
FIG. 21. Relationship between unit weight, initial moisture content and 
magnitude of collapse. (Copyright 1970 by ASCE. Reprinted by permission.)
eu . -
FINE SAND 
WITH 14% MONTMORILLONITE
1.3
COLLAPSE —► INCREASING
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San Joaquin Valley of California
Dudley (1970)
Collapse in the San Joaquin Valley of California usually occurs when the 
granulometric composition is such that the clay content is between 5 and 30 
percent of the solids and that the optimum clay content for collapse is around 12 
percent. Similarly, clay activity has been related to collapse for San Joaquin 
Valley soils. The hazard of collapse is greater for soils with flatter slopes when 
plasticity index is plotted versus percent finer than five microns. Expansion is 
the tendency among soils with steep slopes. Dudley (1970) indicates that this 
procedure has several weaknesses: some soils that expand with a light load will 
collapse with a heavier load and existing moisture content and the degree of 
saturation are not taken into account. Also, the magnitude of collapse is not 
indicated.
Correlation Variables: Plastic Index & % Finer than 5 Microns
Application: San Joaquin Valley soils for which the liquid limit and plastic limit 
can be determined
Gibbs and Bara (1962 & 1967)
Gibbs and Bara (1962) related natural dry density and liquid limit to collapse 
potential [see Figs. 22(a) and 22(b)]. This chart is based on the theory that 
when the voids are greater than the amount of volume necessary to hold the 
liquid limit of the soil, collapse could occur (Case I). In this case, the soil would 
be saturated to the point of practically no strength resulting in collapse.
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FIG. 22. Behavior of consolidation test specimens after water was applied, (a) 
Specimens from 10 and 25 foot depths and tested under 10 psi loading, (b) 
Specimens from 100 foot depth and tested under 50 psi loading (Copyright 1962 
by ASTM. Reprinted with permission.)
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A soil with a void space less than the amount for the liquid limit moisture content 
(Case III), would always be plastic even when saturated and would not be 
subject to collapse unless loaded (Gibbs & Bara, 1967). The criteria for the 
theory are 1) the soils are uncemented and 2) the soil is sufficiently fine­
grained for the liquid limit test to be applicable. These criteria pose limitations 
for soils containing sands and gravels and soils that are nonplastic. 
Observations indicate that it may not apply to soils with liquid limits less than 
20% and that the limiting value of the density appears to increase with greater 
soil depth. Because of these limitations this relationship is more applicable for 
near surface soils with liquid limits greater than 20%(Gibbs & Bara, 1962).
Although Gibbs and Bara (1962) consider density as the most important index of 
the looseness of the soil, they also state that the density range indicating 
instability may vary with soil type and the existing degree of saturation is also an 
important part of the analysis. Existing degrees of saturation of less than about 
70 percent are considered critical. Therefore, soil type and in situ degree of 
saturation are also important characteristics to consider when analyzing a soil 
for collapse.
Correlation Variables: Dry Density & Liquid Limit
Application: Near surface soils for which the liquid limit can be determined
Loess in Poland
Grabowska-Olszewska (1988)
Research done on loess in Poland indicates that those with an in situ water 
content less than six percent can be labeled unstable and loesses with an in situ 
water content greater than 19 percent can be labeled stable. Loesses with an in
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situ water content between 6 and 19 percent can be either stable or unstable as 
indicated on the graph in Figure 23 (Grabowska-Olszewska, 1988). Grabowska- 
Olszewska (1988) consider soils that exhibit collapse greater than 2% (imp > 
0.02) unstable and soils that exhibit collapse less than 2% stable. The 
collapsing coefficient, imp, corresponds to AHC/H 0 where AHC is the change in 
soil specimen height due to the addition of water and H0 is the original height of 
the soil specimen. The soils studied were primarily deposited by aeolian 
transport with some deposited by deluvial and alluvial transport.
Correlation Variables: Water Content
Application: Poland Loess
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FIG. 23. Interrelation between the collapsing coefficient (imp) of loess deposits 
and their natural moisture content (Wn). (Copyright 1988 by Elsevier Science 
Publishers. Reprinted with permission.)
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Loess in Czechoslovakia
Feda (1988)
Based on an oedometer test program conducted on soils from a loess deposit, 
Feda (1988) analyzed the effect of the stress level ca and degree of saturation 
Sr on the magnitude of the collapsibility coefficient ic. The collapse coefficient is 
defined as ic = [Aea/(1-ea)](%) where Aea is the additional axial strain upon 
wetting and ea is the axial strain at the same stress aa before wetting (see Fig. 
24)
tfj%
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FIG. 24. Collapse surface of loess (mean porosity n0 = 47.7%), tested in an 
oedometer (confined or uniaxial compression). (Copyright 1988 by Elsevier 
Science Publishers. Reprinted with permission.)
From this test program, Feda (1988) deduced the following relationship:
ic = 23.065+25.342 log aa- (3.0094 + 3.3065 log aa )10-3 Sr2
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Where ic and Sr are in % and aa is in MPa. This equation defines the collapse 
surface in Figure 24. Saturation > 87.4% divides the stable or uncemented 
loess samples from the samples prone to collapse (cemented samples).
Correlation Variables: Degree of saturation and axial strain
Application: Loess in Czechoslovakia
Loess in Yugoslavia
Milovic (1988)
Milovic (1988) correlated unconfined compressive strength with dry density and 
water content based on tests on undisturbed loess cut from block samples. He 
also correlated a coefficient of subsidence, im, with dry density and water 
content after inundation. The coefficient of subsidence is defined as im = (en- 
en')/1+en = Ae/(1+en) where en = void ratio before flooding at the vertical stress 
an and en' = void ratio at the end of subsidence under the same vertical stress, 
an. Figures 25 to 27 depict the established correlations for three dry density 
ranges.
To establish these correlations, "dry" specimens were inundated with water at 
stress levels of 100, 200 and 300 kN/m2 (2.1, 4.2 and 6.2 ksf). The water 
contents w0 correspond to the water content resulting from inundation and cun/e 
5 (see Figs. 25 to 27) corresponds to saturation at a given stress level. From 
these curves, it can be seen that the amount of collapse depends upon the 
stress level, the dry density and the amount of water added to the soil at the 
time of collapse. Table 17 is a summary of curve 5 for Figures 25 to 27--the 
collapse indicated for the specified dry densities and loads when the soil is 
saturated from inundation with water.
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FIG. 25. Coefficients im for samples with gd = 12.5-13.0 kN/m3: (1) w0=13.2%; 
(2) w0 = 16.5%; (3) w0 0 19.6%; (4) Wq = 22.6%; (5) saturated. (Copyright 
Elsevier Science Publishers. Reprinted with permission.)
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FIG. 26. Coefficients im for samples with gd = 14-14.5 kN/m3: (1) w0= 12.6%; 
(2) w0 = 17.3%; (3) w0 20.0%; (4) w0 = 22.0%; (5) saturated. (Copyright 
Elsevier Science Publishers. Reprinted with permission.)
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FIG. 27. Coefficients im for samples with gd = 15.0-15.5 kN/m3: (1) w0= 13.8%; 
(2) w0 = 16.2%; (3) w0 20.0%; (4) w0 = 22.0%; (5) saturated. (Copyright 
Elsevier Science Publishers. Reprinted with permission.)
Milovic (1988) states that soils with low dry density and low initial water content 
exhibit pronounced structural collapse due to saturation whereas, soils with low 
dry density and relatively high initial water content exhibit great settlement 
before inundation. However, the initial water contents are not quantified, and 
the effect of initial water content on the magnitude of collapse is not clear.
TABLE 17. A table of the collapse predicted by each of Milovic's (1988) charts 
at each load in the saturated state.
DRY DENSITY w0 LOAD COLLAPSE
kN/m3 pcf kN/m2 ksf im (%)
12.5-13.0 79.5-82.7 Saturated
100 2.1 0.07 7%
200 4.2 0.12 12%
300 6.3 0.15 15%
14.0-14.5 89.1-92.2 Saturated
100 2.1 0.03 3%
200 4.2 0.06 6%
300 6.3 0.08 8%
15.0-15.5 95.4-98.6 Saturated
100 2.1 0.016 2%
200 4.2 0.028 3%
300 6.3 0.036 4%
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Correlation Variables: Dry density, stress level and water content of soil after 
collapse
Application: Loess in Yugoslavia (a quartz, feldspar and calcite sediment 
composed of a mixture of fine sand, silt and clay particles classified as a silt or 
clay of low to medium plasticity with a major cementing agent of montmorillonite)
Comparison Analysis
To analyze the correlations established in the literature and the correlations 
suggested here, they are compared by correlation variables and soil application. 
Table 16 is a summary of the correlations described in the preceding section 
and the correlations described as a part of this project.
Predictor Variables
The water content and dry density are the two most common variables used for 
collapse prediction correlations. The liquid limit used by Gibbs and Bara (1962 
and 1967) and degree of saturation used by Feda (1988) are also related to 
water content. The use of dry density and water content as predictor variables 
is not something new that was established in this project. Other researchers 
have previously recognized the influence of in situ water content and in situ dry 
density on collapse (see Table 18). However, grouping the quantitative collapse 
data into qualitative groups is a new way of analyzing their relationship. Also the 
use of discriminant analysis is a new method of establishing a predictive model.
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TABLE 18. A comparison of the variables used by each correlation and the soil 
that was used to develop each correlation
REFERENCE C0RRELATI0 M VARIABLES APPLICATION
wq WCf DD PI LL Fines Sr Load
Clevenger
(1956)
X X Missouri River 
Basin Loess
Dudley (1970) X X Fine sands with 
14%
montmorillonite
Dudley (1970) X X San Joaquin Valley 
soils for which the 
LL and PI can be 
determined
Grabowska-
Olszewska
(1988)
X Loess In Poland
Gibbs & Bara 
(1962 & 
1967)
X X Near surface soils 
for which the LL 
can be determined
Feda(1988) X X Loess in 
Czechoslovakia
Milovic (1988) X X X Loess in Yugoslavia
Graphical X X Las Vegas Valley
Disc. Analysis X X Las Vegas Valley
Routinely Measured Soil Properties
The graphical and statistical collapse prediction models evaluated in this study 
use variables determined from routinely performed tests, whereas, the 
correlations suggested by Dudley (1970) for the San Joaquin Valley and Gibbs 
and Bara (1962 and 1967) requires the plastic index or liquid limit which are not 
routinely determined for all soil samples. The plastic index and liquid limit is 
difficult if not impossible to determined for soils with low clay contents--many of 
which are collapsible.
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Application to Las Vegas Valley Soils
Because of the diversity between hydrocollapsible soils, models developed from 
the soils of one area probably cannot be used for collapse prediction in another 
area (see Table 8). For example, one model is based on fine sands with 14% 
montmorillonite (Dudley, 1970). The application of this model is very limited. It 
is easier to perform the collapse test than to determine the percent of 
montmorillonite in a soil specimen. The correlations between collapsible soil 
performance and dry density and water content for Missouri River Basin Loess 
are also specific to a soil deposit. Clevenger (1956) determined that the dry 
density relationships do not apply to loess deposits in Denver Colorado. Also, 
the dry density correlation is independent of the water content correlation. The 
models investigated here are multivariate. Grabowska-Olszewska (1988) 
correlated water content only to collapse. Feda (1988) correlates percent 
saturation and load to collapse. As previously discussed, water content only 
does not indicate a sufficient influence on collapse results for prediction. Models 
requiring the liquid limit or plastic index are not applicable to low clay content 
soils for which they cannot be determined explained in the preceding section for 
the San Joaquin Valley soils correlation (Dudley, 1970) and Gibb's and Bara's 
(1962 and 1967) correlation. Milovic’s model is based on the water content of 
the specimen after the collapse test has been completed. This model is not 
practical for estimating collapse before the collapse test is performed.
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CONCLUSIONS
• Hydrocollapsible soils have been identified in many countries around the 
world. However, soil properties vary from region to region. For this reason, 
it is not recommended that collapse prediction models developed from soil 
properties in one region be used in another region. This is especially true 
for alluvial collapsible soils.
• Models generated to predict collapse group membership are better suited 
for hydrocollapsible soils than models generated for quantitative collapse 
prediction.
• Water content and dry density measurements have significant 
discriminating power for predicting collapse and noncollapse group 
membership. The discriminating power of soil classification is borderline.
• The significance of the discriminant analysis model indicates that the 
means of the discriminant scores are significantly different for discriminating 
between collapse and noncollapse groups. The improvement of the 
model's prediction over chance is considerable. However, the alternative to 
using the model is not predicting group membership by chance. It is 
performing the collapse test on all specimens that fit one of the three 
previously mentioned criteria. The cost of incorrectly predicting 
noncollapse for a collapsible soil far outweighs the cost of performing the 
collapse test on a noncollapsible soil. Therefore, a model with considerable 
accuracy is essential. For this reason, additional investigations need to be 
performed before a model for predicting collapse group membership is 
suggested. Suggestions for improving the discriminant model include the
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following: 1) Develop the data base in a controlled environment where the 
depth and load variables can be better investigated. In such an 
environment, incorrectly predicted data can also be fully investigated for an 
explanation for their deviation and consistency in procedures could be 
maintained. 2) Develop a second data base of considerable size for model 
verification. 3) Develop a representative data base from all Las Vegas 
Valley soils--both those suspected of collapse and those not suspected of 
collapse. Perhaps from such a data base a model could be developed by 
which all soils could be checked for collapse group membership. Such a 
model would be a significant contribution to the geotechnical engineering 
field.
• Both the graphical model and the discriminant analysis models developed 
in this study compare favorably with documented correlations. These 
models us routinely measured soil properties, whereas, other correlations 
use soil properties that are not routinely measured and, in some instances, 
cannot be measured (such as the Plasticity Index). Unlike other models, 
collapse is predicted in terms of probability of group membership, so 
uncertainty and risk are reflected.
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APPENDIX A 
Complete Data base
Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
K 88 B-1 6.5 1.17 0 31.0 88 SM/ML
K 88 B-1 2.5 1.17 0 28.0 87 SC
K 88 B-4 4.5 1.17 0.9 25.0 77 SM/MH
K 88 B-3 9 1.17 0 22.0 97 CL
C 78 B-29 1.5 2.00 5.2 9.0 103 CL
C 78 B-32 2.5 1.00 0.2 10.0 103 CL
C 78 B-12 1.5 1.00 0.2 7.0 116 CL
C 78 B-17 2.5 1.00 0.2 7.0 98 CL
C 78 B-1 3.5 1.00 1.5 7.0 94 CL
C 78 B-5 1.5 1.00 0.1 11.0 101 CL
K 87 B-7 2.5 1.17 0.1 12.0 101 CL
K 87 B-5 1.5 1.17 9.8 9.0 73 SM
K 87 B-2 1.5 1.17 0.2 17.0 90 CL
K 87 B-3 2.5 1.17 0.2 8.0 101 CL
K 87 B-2 2.5 1.17 2 17.0 79 SC
K 87 B-1 3.5 1.17 0.9 13.0 71 SC
K 80 T-1 2 1.17 11.5 15.2 70 ML
K 81 B-3 2.5 1.17 0.6 11.5 85 CL
K 82 T-3 1.5 1.17 9 6.2 86 ML
K 79 T-1 0.5 1.17 1.2 8.0 80 ML
K 79 T-1 3 1.17 1.9 12.7 102 ML
K 81 T-8 2.25 1.17 10.2 3.7 88 ML
K 81 T-1 2.25 1.17 6.1 6.9 83 CL
K T-2 1 1.17 5.2 7.1 71 ML
K 80 T-1 2.5 1.17 9.2 3.4 77 ML
K 80 T-5 2 1.17 1.7 2.2 92 ML
K 82 T-2 3.5 1.17 6 6.9 87 CL
K 82 T-15 2.5 1.17 7.5 CL
K 81 T-1 2 1.17 10.9 ML/CL
K 80 T-4 0.2 1.17 11.5 3.6 68 ML
C 78 B-3 4.5 1.00 1.4 19.0 75 ML
C 78 B-1 1.5 1.00 0.3 8.0 84 ML
K 82 T-2 3.5 1.17 6 CL
K 82 T-15 2.5 1.17 7.5 CL
1 K 81 T-1 2 1.17 5.2 7.9 85 ML
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
K B-36 3 1.17 0.2 9.2 CL
K B-6 3 1.17 0.7 11.6 CL
C 79 B-4 2.5 1.00 0.3 15.0 71 CL
K 82 T-2 1 1.17 6.5 81 ML
K 82 B-2 6.5 1.17 0 39.6 81 CL
K 80 T-16 2.3 1.17 17.9 11.6 70 CL
K 80 T-11 1.8 1.17 8.3 4.4 88 CL
K 80 T-6 1.7 1.17 12.7 10.8 80 ML
K 80 T-5 3.5 1.17 1.1 1.4 98 SC/GC
K 80 T-13 1 1.17 0.9 3.3 80 SM
K 80 T-1 2 1.17 8.6 1.0 97 CL
S 91 B-3 3.75 1.43 0.8 10.7 110 SC
S 91 B-5 7.75 1.43 1.9 95 SC
W 90 B-8 2 1.43 5.2 ML
W 90 B-12 6 1.43 0.4 CL
W 90 B-5 9 1.43 4 ML
S 90 B-2 2.5 1.43 3.2 17.1 110 ML
C 77 B-7 9.5 1.00 2.3 ML
C 77 B-1 4.5 1.00 0.4 9.3 82 ML
C 77 B-2 4.5 1.00 2.4 9.6 83 CL
S TP-2 4 1.43 2.5 21.6 90.3 SM
C 88 B-75 1 1.00 5 4.0 87 SM/SC
C 88 B-62 1 1.00 0.2 21.0 104 CL
C 88 B-56 1 1.00 0.1 18.0 97 SW/SC
C 88 B-40 1 1.00 0 9.0 115 CL
C 88 B-51 1 1.00 0 5.0 111 CL
C 88 B-14 3 1.00 0 16.0 110 CL
C 88 B-28 1 1.00 -0.1 7.0 111 SC
C 84 B-3 10.5 2.00 1.9 10.0 90 ML
C 84 B-5 11 2.00 1.4 11.0 100 SP
C 88 B-11 2 1.00 3.2 7.0 102 CL
C 88 B-10 1 1.00 2.3 7.0 114 ML
C 88 B-3 5 1.00 0.5 11.0 95 CL
C 88 B-3 1 1.00 3.3 19.0 78 ML
S B-1 10.8 1.43 1.2 9.2 87 CH
S B-2 9.75 1.43 5.2 6.8 81 CL
C 79 B-8 2.5 1.00 2.6 6.0 84 ML
s 88 B-1 7 1.43 2.8 5.9 106 CL
s 88 B-4 9 1.43 4.2 7.2 96 SM
s B-1 5.75 1.43 3 14.2 93 SM
s 89 B-3 2 1.43 4 8.5 104 SM
s 89 B-3 7 1.43 3.8 10.2 108 GM
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
S 89 B-2 3 1.43 4.6 8.4 107 SM
S 91 T-4 3 1.43 6.3 3.6 106 SC
C 87 B-4 5.5 1.00 -0.6 5.0 108 CL
C 87 B-6 4.25 1.00 -0.4 4.0 109 CL
S 90 TP-3 1.5 1.43 3.8 8.5 85 CL
S 89 B-7 3 1.43 1.8 11.0 117 SM/SC
S 89 B-5 4 1.43 4.4 12.9 97 SM
S 89 B-3 2 1.43 8 9.0 97 CL/ML
S 89 B-2 5.5 1.43 0.1 17.0 111 SC
S 89 B-2 2.5 1.43 0.2 16.0 105 CL
S 89 B-1 5.5 1.43 0.8 17.0 100 SC
S 91 B-3 3.25 1.43 2.6 7.2 108 CL
S 91 B-2 2.25 1.43 2.4 5.2 109 CL
S 90 B-3 3.5 1.43 0.6 35.4 79 CL
S 90 TP-3 3 1.43 7.5 7.7 81 SM
S 90 B-5 5 1.43 3.4 12.4 83 SM
S 90 TP-1 5 1.43 4.1 14.1 79 SM
C 86 B-5 0.5 1.00 3.4 4.0 SM
K 87 B-3 1.5 1.17 0.2 21.0 95 CL/CH
K 87 B-5 2.5 1.17 0.4 26.0 87 CL/CH
K 87 B-2 6.5 1.17 0.6 24.0 72 ML
K 81 B-2 3 1.17 0 25.0 98 CL
K 81 T-1 3 1.17 8.9 8.6 85 ML
K 81 T-1 3 1.17 5.8 7.5 90 CL
K 81 T-3 2 1.17 4 5.2 81 ML
K 81 B-1 5.5 1.17 0.3 11.0 89 CL
K 81 B-2 1.5 1.17 -0.2 22.6 97 ML
K 81 T-5 1 1.17 5.4 ML
K 84 T-3 2.5 1.17 1 7.9 88 ML
K 84 T-6 4.5 1.17 4.7 9.7 86 ML
K 84 B-2 1.5 1.17 0.9 ML
K 82 B-8 5 2.34 0.1 11.0 109 SM
K 82 B-4 16 2.34 -0.1 19.8 111 CL
K 82 B-5 12 2.34 0 13.5 125 CL
K 81 B-3 3.5 4.68 1 CL
K 81 B-3 11.5 0 CL
K 81 B-1 24.5 0 CL
K 81 B-3 25.8 4.68 0 29.3 89 CL
K 81 B-3 2.5 4.68 0 14.8 113 CL
K 81 B-3 5.8 4.68 0 19.9 102 CL
K 83 B-5 3 1.17 1.5 SM
K 83 B-1 26 4.68 0 20.7 108 CL
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
K 83 B-5 35 4.68 0.1 17.7 114 SC
K 83 B-3 5 4.68 0 17.6 111 CL
K 83 B-2 15 1.68 0.1 CL
K 82 T-1 2.5 1.17 4 CL
K 82 T-4 1.5 1.17 3.4 1.6 88 ML
K 83 B-1 5.5 1.17 1.3 CL
K 82 B-1 8.5 2.34 0 20.9 107 CL
K 82 B-1 21.5 2.34 0 26.1 99 CL
K 82 T-4 1.5 1.17 4.8 7.0 84 ML
K 82 B-4 2.5 1.17 2.5 4.8 92 CL
K 80 T-3 2.5 1.17 3.2 10.2 126 CL
K 80 T-6 0.7 1.17 7.9 5.6 93 SM
K 82 B-2 2.5 1.17 1.8 SM
K 84 B-1 2 1.17 2.1 ML
K 83 T-1 1.5 1.17 0.7 ML
K 83 B-1 1 1.17 1.9 ML
K 83 B-2 2 1.17 0.5 ML
K 81 T-15 1.5 1.17 7.2 7.7 81 ML
K 81 T-2 2 1.17 13.4 7.1 78 ML
K 86 B-3 5 1.17 -1.7 8.0 100 ML
K 86 B-1 8.5 1.17 0.1 15.0 119 ML
K 86 B-8 14 1.17 0 9.0 104 ML
K 86 B-6 24 1.17 1.3 11.0 97 SM
K 86 B-3 4 0.50 0.6 27.0 91 ML
K 86 B-2 6 1.17 0.1 28.0 86 ML
C 86 B-10 2 1.00 -0.1 18.0 112 ML/CL
S 90 B-2 4 2.70 0.6 5.3 101 SM
S 90 B-1 4 2.70 1.8 10.5 90.3 SM
W 85 B-1 1 5.4 SM
W 86 B-1 20 0.59 1.1 CL
W 87 B-16 1 1.17 0.9 3.4 109 ML
W 87 B-25 2 1.42 1.4 0.9 103 ML
W 87 B-26 1 1.43 3.6 2.3 99 SM
W 87 B-3 2 1.43 0.1 CL
W 87 B-4 45 0.72 0.6 CL
W 87 B-4 24 0.72 0.2 CL
W 87 B-1 23 0.72 0 CL
W 87 B-1 13 0.72 0 CL
W 87 B-1 3 1.43 0 CL
W 87 B-2 11 1.43 0.2 CL
W 87 B-3 4 1.43 1.5 ML
W 87 B-5 3 1.43 2.9 ML
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
W 87 B-2 5 1.43 1.3 ML
W 87 B-7 1 1.43 3.1 5.6 65 SM
W 87 B-13 4 1.43 1.1 14.2 CL
W 87 B-1 1 1.43 1.5 CL
W 87 B-2 1 1.43 9 CL
W 87 B-1 2 1.43 3.6 ML
W 87 T-2 3.5 1.43 0.2 ML
W 87 T-1 1.5 1.43 0.8 SM
W 87 T-2 1.5 1.43 1 ML
W 88 B-3 23 1.43 0 33.2 90 CL
W 88 B-1 13 1.43 0 28.0 98 CL
W 88 B-2 14 1.43 0.2 6.4 109 SM
W 88 B-3 2 1.43 4.1 SC
W 88 T-4 3 1.17 0.1 8.5 94 ML
W 88 T-6 2.5 1.17 4.9 ML
W 88 B-2 1 1.43 4.3 ML
K B-8 4 1.17 0.1 20.0 103 CL
K B-7 3 1.17 0.6 23.0 94 CL
K B-5 3 1.17 5.3 14.0 77 CL
K B-3 7 1.17 0 29.0 99 CL
K B-2 2 1.17 5.7 15.0 71 ML
K B-3 5 1.17 1 10.0 92 CL
K B-1 4 1.17 1.1 10.0 77 CL
K B-7 2 1.17 4.7 7.0 89 ML
K B-5 7 1.17 2 8.0 103 ML/MH
K B-3 3 1.17 4.7 4.0 65 ML
K B-1 4 1.17 2 11.0 94 ML
K B-5 5 1.17 2.9 7.0 96 ML
K B-4 7 1.17 6.8 9.0 72 ML
K B-3 3 1.17 0.4 6.0 90 ML
K B-1 4 1.17 2 4.0 94 SM/ML
K B-11 7.5 1.17 0 15.0 116 CL
K B-11 4 1.17 0 26.0 86 ML
K B-10 13.5 1.17 0 17.0 109 CL
K B-9 5.5 1.17 0.4 16.0 109 ML/SM
K B-8 4 1.17 -0.2 20.0 110 ML
K B-4 4.5 1.17 0.2 26.0 95 ML
K B-2 4.5 1.17 0.1 13.0 93 ML
K B-1 3.5 1.17 2 11.0 85 ML
C 85 B-10 1.5 1.00 11.6 7.0 94 SM
C 85 B-2 7.5 1.00 0.9 7.0 96 SW/SM
C 85 B-3 2.5 1.00 2.4 10.0 81 SM
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
C 85 B-3 9.5 1.00 2.1 5.0 90 SW
C 84 B-3 3.5 2.00 2.3 4.0 101 SM
C 84 B-4 2.5 2.00 2.6 6.0 85 ML
C 84 B-5 2.5 2.00 3.7 7.0 92 SM/SW
C 84 B-1 2.5 1.00 0 14.0 110 SM
C 84 B-2 2.5 1.00 0 21.0 97 CL
C 90 B-2 3 1.00 1 5.0 101 ML
C 90 B-1 2.5 1.00 2 6.0 93 ML
C 90 B-4 1 0.50 0.6 15.0 80 CL
C 90 B-7 2.5 2.00 0.4 5.0 98 SM
C 90 B-10 5.5 2.00 0.9 21.0 83 CUCH
C 90 B-11 7.5 2.00 0.3 12.0 110 CL
C 90 B-19 1.5 2.00 5.6 2.0 111 SM/ML
C 90 B-26 0.5 2.00 1.2 5.0 103 ML
C 90 DH-1 1 1.00 4.6 6.0 87 ML
C 90 DH-2 3 1.00 0.3 16.0 100 CL
C 90 B-8 4.25 1.00 0.9 9.0 78 CL
C 90 B-8 1.5 1.00 3.1 6.0 97 CL
C 89 B-3 1 1.00 0.3 33.0 86 CL
C 89 B-129 3 2.00 5.1 7.0 83 ML
c 89 B-127 2 1.00 1.9 8.0 86 ML
c 89 B-126 4 1.00 7.7 5.0 89 ML
c 89 B-124 3 1.00 0.7 2.0 75 ML
c 89 B-112 4 1.00 7.6 8.0 80 ML
c 89 B-111 2 1.00 6 6.0 81 ML
c 89 B-108 6 2.00 12.6 7.0 78 ML
c 89 B-108 2 1.00 5.1 3.0 79 ML
c 89 B-106 6 1.50 2.9 14.0 80 CL
c 89 B-105 4 1.00 7 8.0 71 CL
c 89 B-102 4 1.00 4.2 9.0 84 CL
c 89 B-4 2 1.00 9.2 8.0 69 CL
c 89 B-1 2.5 1.00 3.5 8.0 88 CL
c 89 B-3 3 1.00 5.7 12.0 76 CL
c 89 B-2 4 1.00 0.7 17.0 72 CL
c 86 B-5 2 1.00 1.6 5.0 90 ML
c 86 B-4 7 1.00 1.5 9.0 94 SM
c 86 B-2 3 1.00 0.5 29.0 91 CL
c 88 B-68 3.5 1.00 5.8 3.0 84 ML
c 88 B-67 5.5 1.00 5.3 4.0 85 ML
c 88 B-63 3.5 1.00 6.8 4.0 106 ML
c 88 B-6 3 1.00 5.6 8.0 94 ML
c 88 B-4 3 1.00 3.1 4.0 94 ML
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
C 88 B-7 1.5 2.00 2.5 6.0 78 CL
C 88 B-1 2.5 2.00 1.6 2.0 96 SM
C 88 B-2 1.5 2.00 4.3 4.0 78 ML/SM
C 88 B-4 1.5 1.00 1.6 1.0 91 ML
C 89 B-9 1.5 1.00 2.1 3.0 84 ML
C 89 B-10 1 1.00 0.7 4.0 114 SM
C 89 B-9 1 1.00 0.2 16.0 104 CL
C 89 B-6 2 1.00 0.6 11.0 134 CL
C 89 B-2 2 1.00 0.3 10.0 122 CL
C 89 B-7 3 2.00 0.8 18.0 111 CL
C 89 B-5 3 2.00 0.2 19.0 109 CL
C 89 B-4 3 2.00 0.7 13.0 113 CL
C 89 B-8 1 1.00 0.5 6.0 97 CL
C 89 B-7 4.5 1.00 2 10.0 94 ML
C 89 B-4 1.5 1.00 3 5.0 81 ML
C 89 B-1 1.5 1.00 4.7 6.0 86 ML
C 89 B-6 2 1.00 2.3 2.5 84 CL
C 89 B-4 2 1.00 0.7 5.6 100 CL
C 89 B-2 4.5 1.00 0.3 8.0 114 CL
C 89 B-4 1 1.00 4.7 3.0 105 ML
C 89 B-1 2 1.00 0.6 8.0 100 CL
C 90 B-5 1 1.00 2 6.2 97 CL
C 88 B-2 4 1.00 0.9 7.0 80 ML
C 88 B-7 4 1.00 0.5 23.0 94 CL
c 88 B-9 1 1.00 0.2 11.0 114 CL
c 88 B-10 4 1.00 0.3 23.0 90 ML
c 88 B-15 4 1.00 2.8 18.0 101 CL
c 88 B-10 1 1.00 2.1 5.0 85 ML
c 88 B-4 1 1.00 4.9 4.0 104 CL
c 88 B-10 1 1.00 8.3 4.0 91 ML
c 88 B-7 5 1.00 2.7 2.0 110 CL
c 88 B-7 1 1.00 6.3 3.0 91 SM
c 88 B-1 2 1.00 1 4.0 97 CL
c 87 B-3 3 1.00 0.1 14.0 108 CL
c 87 B-7 1 1.00 3.6 9.0 99 CL
c 87 B-4 1 1.00 1.5 17.0 79 CL
c 87 T-12 3.25 0.50 3.8 6.0 85 ML
c 86 B-103 2.5 2.00 6.6 4.2 91 ML
c 86 B-2 3 1.00 4.1 9.0 73 CL
c 86 B-1 4.5 1.00 2.9 25.0 91 CL
c 86 B-3 2.5 1.00 2.5 5.0 SP
c 86 BH-8 2.5 1.00 0.9 3.7 98 SM
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
C 86 BH-10 3 1.00 1 3.4 105 SP
C 86 B-3 4.75 1.00 3.8 16.0 64 ML
C 86 B-2 6.5 1.00 0.7 16.0 95 ML
C 86 B-2 9.5 1.00 0.2 38.0 75 SM
C 86 T-2 7.75 1.00 0 19.0 106 CL
C 86 T-2 3.25 1.00 0 17.0 103 CL
C 86 B-1 2.5 1.00 0 16.0 110 SM
C 86 T-2 6.25 1.00 0 10.0 113 CL
C 86 T-1 6.75 1.00 0 13.0 118 SM
C 86 TP-2 4.5 0.50 0.1 ML/SP
C 86 TP-2 2.5 0 SM
C 86 TP-2 1.5 0 SM
C 86 TP-1 5 0.50 0.1 ML/SP
C 86 TP-1 4.5 0 ML/SP
C 86 TP-1 2 0 SM
C 86 T-3 5 0 ML/SP
C 86 T-2 5 0 SP
C 86 T-2 4 0 SP
C 86 T-1 7 0 MUSP
C 86 T-1 4 0 ML/SP
c 86 T-1 2 0 ML
c 86 B-3 3 1.00 8.7 5.0 85 ML
c 86 B-7 3 1.00 0 8.0 89 ML
c 86 B-103 6.5 1.00 5 9.0 76 ML
c 86 B-103 4.9 1.00 0 14.0 CL
c 86 B-103 4.5 1.00 7.9 11.0 90 CL
c 86 B-103 3.2 1.00 2.5 8.0 84 SM
c 86 B-101 2 1.00 0 22.0 95 CL
c 86 B-101 9 1.00 0 11.0 112 SM
c 86 B-16 3 1.00 0 28.0 67 OL
c 86 B-12 2 2.00 1.7 16.0 84 ML
c 91 B-16 3 2.00 3.4 9.0 95 CL
c 91 B-10 2 2.00 4.7 9.0 95 CL
c 91 B-7 3 2.00 2.3 12.0 77 CL
c 91 B-4 2 2.00 3.6 7.0 100 CL
c 91 B-1 3 2.00 9.1 6.0 100 CL
c 91 B-10 6 1.00 0.7 8.0 108 SW
c 91 B-10 4.5 2.00 3.2 1.0 98 SM
c 91 B-3 9.5 2.00 0.2 4.0 94 SM
c 91 B-4 4.5 2.00 0.1 16.0 104 SW
c 91 B-3 1.5 2.00 0.9 20.0 91 ML
c 91 B-2 1 1.00 0.1 25.0 114 CL
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pel)
C 91 B-10 2 1.00 4.9 7.0 92 CL
C 91 B-5 3 1.00 0.4 8.0 104 CL
C 91 B-5 1 1.00 1.9 8.0 97 ML
C 91 B-5 1 1.00 1.9 3.0 88 ML
C 91 B-2 1 1.00 -0.3 9.0 84 CL
C 91 B-1 1 1.00 2.3 16.0 96 CL
C 91 B-2 2 1.00 1.9 8.0 98 SM
K 90 B-27 4 1.17 -2.3 9.0 91 CL
K 90 B-14 1 1.17 2.5 6.0 102 SM/SC
K 90 B-25 4 1.17 1 6.0 90 SC/CL
K 90 B-10 3 1.17 1.2 5.0 103 SM
K 90 B-9 2 1.17 1.5 5.0 98 SM
K 90 B-7 4 1.17 2 7.0 91 CL
C 91 B-1 16 1.00 0 18.0 100 CL
C 91 B-3 3 2.00 8.8 21.0 78 CL
C 90 B-3 2 1.00 0.3 14.0 79 ML
C 90 B-1 5 1.00 1.1 23.0 90 CH
C 79 B-5 10.5 0.50 1.3 24.2 99 CL
C 79 B-3 10.5 0.50 1.9 16.0 98 CL
C 91 B-21 3 1.00 2.4 9.0 88 CL
C 91 B-12 3 1.00 1.9 10.0 97 CL
C 91 B-10 5 1.00 5.6 7.0 78 CL
C 91 B-2 4 2.00 1.3 8.0 92 ML/CL
C 91 B-1 5 2.00 0.9 14.0 112 ML
C 91 B-10 2 2.00 1.8 3.0 105 SM
C 91 B-9 9 2.00 2.8 8.0 102 SM
C 91 B-9 4 2.00 3.1 4.0 102 SM
C 91 B-1 4 1.00 2 1.0 83 CL
C 90 B-1 5 1.00 0.4 24.0 82 CL
C 85 B-3 5.5 1.00 0 ML
C 85 B-6 3.5 1.00 0 ML
C 91 B-4 1 1.00 4 5.0 91 CL
C 91 B-2 4 1.00 0.3 12.0 102 CL
C 91 B-1 3 1.00 2.3 12.0 106 SM
C 91 B-7-1 4 1.00 -0.8 12.0 101 CH
C 91 B-6-1 2 1.00 0.2 6.0 106 CL
C 91 B-6 6 1.00 6.3 5.0 78
c 91 B-4 4 1.00 3.2 5.0 87
c 91 B-1 4 1.00 4.2 7.0 84 SP
c 91 B-1 2 1.00 3.7 16.0 92 SM
c 91 B-3 3 1.00 0.4 9.0 124 SC
c 91 B-18 3 1.00 0.6 5.0 116 SM
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Project
Source
Year BH# Depth Load Collapse WC DD Classification
(ft) (ksf) (%) (%) (pcf)
C 91 B-3 3 1.00 2.7 6.0 103 CL
C 91 B-2 3 1.00 2 9.0 90 ML/CL
C 91 B-1 3 1.00 -0.2 10.0 101 ML/CL
C 91 B-8 10 1.00 0.6 12.0 93 SM
C 91 B-4 4 1.00 1.3 2.0 SM
C 91 B-7 23 1.00 0.9 10.0 96 SM
C 91 B-2 14 1.00 0.8 14.0 85 SM
C 91 B-2 34 1.00 1 10.0 99 SM
C 91 B-2 4 1.00 1.3 21.0 89 SM
C 91 B-1 2 1.00 1.6 10.0 94 SM
C 91 B-1 19 2.00 1.7 9.0 100 SP/SM
C 85 B-14 1.5 1.00 0.6 6.0 90 SM
C 85 B-11 1 1.00 2.9 7.0 88 ML
C 85 B-4 1 1.00 0.8 20.0 76 ML
C 85 B-2 1 1.00 5.3 6.0 82 ML
C 91 B-3 3 1.00 -0.3 16.0 112 CL
C 91 B-1 3 1.00 0 17.0 104 CL
C 91 B-4 3 1.00 0 21.0 116 CL
C 91 B-6 2 0.50 -0.2 8.0 100 CL
C 91 B-4 2 0.50 7 4.0 96 CL
C 91 B-7 4 1.00 13 5.0 85 ML
C 91 B-5 2 1.00 9 6.0 76 ML
C 91 B-3 1 1.00 9.6 7.0 73 CL
C 91 B-13 2 2.00 1.5 6.0 112 SC
C 91 B-7 4 1.00 8 4.0 95 SM
C 91 B-2 4 1.00 0 6.0 119 SC
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APPENDIX D
SPSS PROGRAM FOR ALL1%
data list file=inline record=1 
/1 depth 1-5 load 6-9 CP 10we 11 -H D D  15-17 
ML 18 CL 19. 
variable labels 
depth 'Depth, ft' 
load 'Load, ksf 
CP 'Collapse, %’ 
wc 'Water Content, %'
DD 'Dry Density, pcf'. 
begin data
05.001.17008.010010
04.001.17020.011010
01.501.17022.609710
03.001.00010.010110 
02.001.00018.011210
03.001.00008.008910 
14.001.17009.010410
04.001.17026.008610 
03.001.17008.509410
04.501.17013.009310 
08.501.17015.011910
06.001.17028.008610
04.501.17026.009510
01.501.00008.008410
02.001.00014.007910
04.001.00023.009010
03.001.17006.009010 
04.501.00009.308210 
05.501.17016.010910
06.501.17024.007210
04.000.50027.009110
03.001.00002.007510
06.501.00016.009510
01.001.00020.007610 
01.001.17003.410910
04.001.00007.008010 
05.002.00014.011210
01.502.00020.009110
03.001.00105.010110 
02.501.17107.908810 
00.502.00105.010310 
00.501.17108.008010 
04.002.00108.009210
112
02.001.42100.910310
04.501.00119.007510
01.501.00101.009110
02.001.00105.009010 
02.001.17102.209210
02.002.00116.008410
01.001.00103.008810
02.001.00108.008610 
01.001.00108.009710
10.502.00110.009010 
03.001.17112.710210
02.501.00106.009310
04.501.00110.009410
04.001.17111.009410
03.501.17111.008510
03.001.00109.009010 
07.001.17108.010310
01.501.00103.008410
01.001.00105.008510 
01.001.00107.011410
02.501.00106.008410
02.502.00106.008510
05.001.17107.009610
01.001.00107.008810
01.501.00105.008110
03.001.00104.009410 
02.501.43117.111010
01.001.00119.007810 
01.501.17101.608810
03.250.50106.008510 
04.751.00116.006410 
02.001.17105.208110
01.502.00104.007810 
01.001.00106.008710 
01.001.00103.010510 
03.001.17104.006510
01.501.00106.008610
02.001.17107.008910 
04.501.17109.708610
01.501.17107.008410
01.001.00103.009610
06.501.00109.007610
02.001.00103.007910 
03.002.00107.008310 
01.001.17107.107110 
02.001.17107.908510
05.501.00104.008510 
01.001.00106.008210
113
03.001.00108.009410
02.001.17115.007110
03.501.00103.008410
02.001.00106.008110
02.502.00104.209110
03.501.00104.010610
07.001.17109.007210
01.501.17107.708110
04.001.00108.008010
04.001.00105.008910
01.001.00104.009110
03.001.00105.008510 
03.001.17108.608510
02.001.00106.007610 
01.501.17106.208610 
02.501.17103.407710 
02.251.17103.708810 
00.201.17103.606810 
02.001.17115.207010
06.002.00107.007810 
01.701.17110.808010
04.001.00105.008510 
02.001.17107.107810
04.001.17009.009101
05.501.00005.010801
04.251.00004.010901
01.001.00009.008401 
03.001.00016.011201
02.000.50008.010001 
16.002.34019.811101
01.001.00005.011101 
01.001.00009.011501
06.251.00010.011301 
12.002.34013.512501 
02.504.68014.811301
07.501.17015.011601
03.001.00016.011001
13.501.17017.010901
03.251.00017.010301
03.001.00017.010401 
05.004.68017.611101
16.001.00018.010001
07.751.00019.010601 
05.804.68019.910201 
26.004.68020.710801 
08.502.34020.910701
02.501.00021.009701
03.001.00021.011601
114
09.001.17022.009701
02.001.00022.009501 
0.3001.1702.5009801 
21.502.34026.109901
13.001.43028.009801
07.001.17029.009901 
25.804.68029.308901 
23.001.43033.209001 
06.501.17039.608101
06.001.00011.009601
01.501.00011.010101
02.501.17012.010101
03.001.00014.010801
04.001.17020.010301
01.001.00025.011401
02.001.00006.010601
01.501.00007.011601
02.501.00007.009801
02.501.17008.010101
02.501.00010.010301
01.001.00011.011401 
02.501.43016.010501
01.001.00016.010401
01.501.17017.009001
03.002.00019.010901
01.001.00021.010401
01.501.17021.009501
04.501.00008.011401 
02 .001.00010.012201 
05.501.17011.008901
07.502.00012.011001
04.001.00012.010201
02.501.00015.007101
03.001.00016.010001 
01.001.00033.008601
03.001.00008.010401 
05.001.00024.008201 
02.501.17026.008701
01.001.00006.009701
05.001.00011.009501
04.001.00023.009401
03.001.00029.009101
02.001.00008.010001 
02.001.00011.013401
02.501.17011.508501
01.000.50015.008001
03.001.17023.009401 
03.501.43035.407901
115
02.001.00005.610001
03.002.00013.011301
0.4001.00017.007201
03.002.00018.011101
04.251.00009.007801
05.502.00021.008301
02.001.00104.009701
05.001.17110.009201
04.001.17110.007701 
10.500.50124.209901
03.501.00107.009401 
01.001.00117.007901
03.001.00110.009701
10.500.50116.009801
04.001.00101.008301 
01.001.00106.209701
04.001.17107.009101 
02.001.00102.508401
03.002.00112.007701
01.001.00116.009601 
02.251.43105.210901
03.001.00109.008801 
04.501.00109.608301 
02.501.17104.809201
01.502.00106.007801 
03.251.43107.210801
05.001.00102.011001
03.001.00106.010301 
07.001.43105.910601
04.001.00118.010101 
06.001.50114.008001
04.501.00125.009101
01.501.00106.009701
02.001.00107.010201 
02.501.17110.212601
03.002.00109.009501
02.501.00108.008801
02.002.00107.010001
01.001.00109.009901
01.501.43108.508501
01.001.00105.009101
03.001.00109.007301
04.001.00109.008401
02.002.00109.009501
01.001.00104.010401
02.001.00107.009201 
09.751.43106.808101
01.502.00109.010301
116
03.001.17114.007701
05.001.00107.007801 
03.001.00112.007601 
03.001.17107.509001 
03.501.17106.908701 
02.251.17106.908301
02.000.50104.009601
04.001.00108.007101
04.501.00111.009001
02.001.43109.009701 
01.801.17104.408801
02.001.17101.009701
03.002.00121.007801
03.002.00106.010001 
02.001.00108.006901
01.001.00107.007301 
02.301.17111.607001 
09.001.00011.011200 
06.751.00013.011800
02.501.00014.011000
02.501.00016.011000 
06.501.17031.008800 
05.002.34011.010900
09.502.00004.009400 
14.001.43006.410900 
09.501.00038.007500
02.502.00005.009800 
03.001.00005.011600 
04.002.70005.310100 
01.501.00006.009000 
10.001.00012.009300 
01.001.00004.011400 
14.001.00014.008500 
01.001.17003.308000 
02.501.00003.709800
23.001.00010.009600 
04.501.17025.007700 
34.001.00110.009900 
03.001.17105.010300 
24.001.17111.009700 
04.001.00121.008900
02.001.17105.009800
07.001.00109.009400
02.502.00102.009600
02.001.00110.009400 
02.002.00103.010500 
04.002.70110.509000 
03.001.43111.011700
117
02.001.00108.009800
04.001.17104.009400 
03.502.00104.010100 
03.001.00112.010600 
02.501.00110.008100
01.001.17106.010200 
03.201.00108.008400 
04.001.43121.609000
09.002.00108.010200 
05.751.43114.209300
04.002.00104.010200 
01.001.43105.606500
04.502.00101.009800 
05.001.43112.408300 
01.001.43102.309900
02.502.00107.009200
02.001.00116.009200 
02.001.43108.510400 
05.001.43114.107900 
09.001.43107.209600 
04.001.43112.909700 
03.001.43108.410700 
01.001.00104.008700 
01.502.00102.011100 
01.001.00103.009100 
03.001.43107.708100 
00.701.17105.609300 
04.001.00104.009500 
01.501.17109.007300
01.501.00107.009400 
end data, 
discriminant
/groups=cp(0,1)
/variables=depth load wc dd ml cl 
/analysis=wc dd ml cl 
/priors=size
/statistics=mean stddev table coeff raw.
SPSS PROGRAM FOR ALL2%
data list file=inline record=1 
/1 depth 1-5 load 6-9 CP 10 wc 11 -14 DD 15-17 
ML 18 CL 19. 
variable labels 
depth 'Depth, ft' 
load 'Load, ksf'
CP 'Collapse, %' 
wc 'Water Content, %'
DD 'Dry Density, pcf. 
begin data
{INSERT DATA BASE} 
end data, 
discriminant 
/groups=cp(0,3)
/variables=depth load wc dd ml cl 
/analysis=wc dd ml cl 
/priors=size
/statistics=mean stddev table coeff raw 
/plot=cases. 
discriminant 
/groups=cp(0,3)
/variables=depth load wc dd ml cl 
/analysis=wc dd ml cl 
/statistics=mean stddev table coeff raw. 
compute set=uniform(1) >.8 
discriminant 
/groups=cp(0,3)
/variables=depth load wc dd ml cl 
/select=set(0)
/analysis=wc dd ml cl 
/priors=size
/statistics=mean stddev table coeff raw.
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SPSS PROGRAM FOR ALL3%
data list file=inline record=1 
/1 depth 1-5 load 6-9 CP 10we 11-14 DD 15-17 
ML 18 CL 19. 
variable labels 
depth 'Depth, ft' 
load 'Load, ksf'
CP 'Collapse, %' 
wc 'Water Content, %'
DD 'Dry Density, pcf. 
begin data
{INSERT DATA BASE} 
end data, 
discriminant 
/groups=cp(0,3)
/variables=depth load wc dd ml cl 
/analysis=wc dd ml cl 
/priors=size
/statistics=mean stddev table coeff raw 
/plot=cases. 
discriminant 
/groups=cp(0,3)
/variables=depth load wc dd ml cl 
/analysis=wc dd ml cl 
/statistics=mean stddev table coeff raw. 
compute set=uniform(1) >.8 
discriminant 
/groups=cp(0,3)
/variables=depth load wc dd ml cl 
/select=set(0)
/analysis=wc dd ml cl 
/priors=size
/statistics=mean stddev table coeff raw.
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